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and a few copies of Wayne Grady’s
Penguin Book of Canidian Short
Stories are still around. A recent issue of
Aquarius (no. H/14) features 14
CanediM writers; snd CencrasIes (5
Bucdeoch Place, Edinburgh) frequently
carries articles by and abour Canadians.
Prof. Ross’s course is something of a
trial balloon in Scotland. and the signr
look encouraging for a sustained fight.
His inaugural lecture, which Ross
modestly admits “1 look forward to with

t&s. Althoogh there was a paucity of
Canadian events at the Edinburgh
Festival, the past autumn has wib~essed
a considerable tcuuatlamic migration.
Canada has launched a” invasion of
SON, floodii the U.R. in a wavs of
reverse colooialisnl. The paintings of
Ivan Byre wm being exhibited at the
Talbot F&e Centre in Edinburgh; there
was a” exhibition on recent trends in
Quebec literature at the university
library here; down swth, Kate and

“The
Impossible
Sum of our
Traditions.”
Another litemy ambassador from
Canad+?- to balance the critical with
the creative acadeillic - is Kenl Thompson fmm the University of New Bronswick. His predecessors include Gmame
Gibson, Ken Mitchell, Demds Lee, and
Fraser Sulherland.
(His Scottish
counterpart in Canada is Andrew Greig.
whose base for the year is Trent University.) ARho”gh the writers-in-residence
are essentiauy free beasts, they are

Royal
Ballet was &nUy
over; Alea” is making inroads into
Brirish industry; the Canadii team of
Cliff Thorburn, Bill Werbeniuk (dubbed
12% Weetabix by the Scats in Clark’s
BY), and Kirk Stevens has potted the
snoolrer championship.
On the literary front, Margaret
Awood. over to promote - how many?
- three books, &xii& Harm, True
Stories, and Dancing Ginlr, gave a
reading at Cmada House. Abvady a
prime staple of Viio Press, Atwood’s
books now are being published by
Jonathul Cape. A rare occurrence for
my writer, Atwood CIBSaccorded a foilpage, seven-column salure in the
weekend Guardla~~.She is also the latest
recipient of the Welsh Arts Council
Inrernational Writer’s Prize. Atwood’s
Lreatment of minority cuhures has
struck a chord with Welsh and Scats
readers alike.
Around Edinbarab, the Canadii”
infiltration is hum&&. Dr. Lorraine
McMullen is ova on sabbatical from the
University of O&wa. Also visiting the
Centre of Cmadisn Studies this year is
Prof. Malcolm Ross of Dalhousie
University, who is initiatiog the fti full-

to giving mdhlgi Of
their works and lectures on thalr culture,
both throughour rhe U.K. snd on the
Contine”~.
It is not quite as cushy as it sounds.
For o”e thing. although the write&
grants are generous, the cost of living by
Scotland is fairly high, and any savings
to be made overall might be savaged by
~~urial exchange rates. Apart fmm
th& there? the culture shock of it all Scottish folksingers doing Joni Mitchell
mws; excessively leaded petrol (excuse
M: ges) fumes belching out on bus
queues; archaic fuses that require stepladder, torch (oiks agahx flushlipht),
screwdriver, a”d wire to change. I’ve
bee” here three years now sod I still
can’t explain a gengo, dual-lane
gumlauy amenable

Edinburgh. The centre has tended to
focus on social scimces, although for
the past five years a writer-in-residence
p-xt has bee” established. Prof. Ross
11~had to import his texts from the New
Canadian Library series. There are,
ho:.ever, a few Canadian titles in British
book shops: Alice Munro’s BeggarMaid
sod Liws of Girls and Women are available in Penguin. as is the new Leecock,
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carriage-way.
or the conrinuing
popolariry of Cliff Richards. Stevenson
described Edinburgh as “a downright
meleorological purgatory.” and that’s
an o”dersta-t.
For some, eve” a&?mptiw to adapt a
Canadian concept to a Scortish setting
can be hazardous.
- While searching for a location for his
icehockey play. Kid Iiumiey’s First
Game, Kent Thompson decided to rent a
pair of skates and test the ice out for
himself. After a few momuits of exuberante in Murrayfield -a,
he hit a
rough patch, went straight up. then
down face-fmt. One of his top fm”l
teeth was k”ocked out. Looking more
like a Leith brawla than a Canadian
playwright, Thompson had to cope with
ao alien bus route, unrelenting drizzle,
and a four-hour wait in hospital, only to
be asked if he’d retrieved his incisor. He
hadn’t. Otherwise they might have
simply stuck it back in; but he’d bee” so
dazed by the accident thal he scar&y
realized hi mouth was bleeding. Hap
pily, Ihe gap was filled with a dmtal
clone shortly before he was scheduled to
attend a posh luncheon with the Canadiao high commirsioner in London.
Determined as ever to sea his play
through, Thompson has maoagxd to
amuse sqme interur fmm Scoltisb television. so KidHumf&Fimt Game may
prove to have bem worth the penalty.
Outside the mivarsity, you’ll fmd a
numbar of Canadians who hold pro”&
ne”l positions in the arts. Bob Palmer.
the drama dir
of the Scottish Axis
Council, grew up in tha Atlantic pmvincea before going to Toronto’s York
University, where he directed a prodw
tion of MamtMade. The ad”drdstrator
of the Scottish Society of Playwights,
Charles Hart, wes horn ia Cbarlottetown and bmugbt up in Nova Smtia He
became a stage manager for several corn-

panics in Montreal, including Centaur
The&e. and worked with the CBC
before layidg his professional mats
down in C+sgow. Ian Burgham worked
for Canongate Publishers and. was
largely responsible for carrying Msedonald Publishers of Edinburgh out of
tinanciel doldmms before he retumed to
Canada
One of the most dynamic and influe”tial the&es in Britain - the Traverse is currently under the artistic director-
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ship of Peter Lichtcnfcls, whose intct’cst
in drama blossomed at Queen’s University, Kingston. Asked what Canadian
plays he might have in mind for future
productions,
Lichtenfels eschewed
nationalism in theatre: he “champions
intemational.” Gcrmao-born, Canadianbred. British-based (since 1974). Lichthan origin. Eclecticism course& as it
must, through his veiny as rvcll ill his
program. Festival succcsscs at the
Tmvcrse this summer ranged from the
black South African pcrfommoce of
Ii’oza Albert? to Iioni & Chuck, two
veteran New York tap-dancers, aged 65
and 73 rcspcctively. Botb shows bad
over-caoacitv audiences.
LIchienfel-s started his prdfcssional
direaing career in Britain by assisting on
3. production of George Ryga,s The
Ecstasy of Rita Joe, vrhieh closed well
before the end of irs run. He thinks tbat
the intense lyricism and bald overstate
ment that characterize so much of Canadian vniting tends to put British
audiences off. The initial floe didn’t
deter Lichtenfels from find& mom
work. nor did it keep him from trying to
inject some Canadian culture into some
stale British veins. He staged Michael
Ondaatje’s Collected Works ofBilly the
Kid, but again the matcrial was thought
too “opm” for British sensibilities.
More eocoumging Was the reception
given to MicbcI Trcmblay’s Quatrc
Chaises company which gave a reading
of Forewr Yours, ~farie_Lou in 1979.
The two Canadian playwrIghts Lichtcnfeli Is most Interested in hearing mom
from arc Trcmblay and Hrant Allaoak.
NOW that Honest Ed Mirvish has
taken ovcc the Old Vie - that hard-hit
bastion of the best of British theatrc it’s time to declare our cultural invicsion.
Let the Lloyd Webbcrs of the world
beware: The time is ripe for a
hfissksauga mcl-opera. - D.W.NICHOL

xt mta mm OF this month occur one of
the most Important aonual cvellts In the
comttry having to do vvith tiction and
poetry, though it has notbiog to do wltb
vtiting. Smack in the middle of documeat-hungry Toronto, with prcclons
little fanfare, we cclebmte our varIcd
and rich ill~temhwe at the Toronto
Festival of Storyfelling. now in its tiftb
Year.
1 trekked out last year from Vancouver tp see if somcthbtg was up, and
somctbing was. Nothing s&al, yo”
understand - just the wholesale

reinvention of human culture. kind of
low-key and oftlmnd. So when I was
asked if I’d participate in the festival this
year, I bad some trouble making up my
mind. 1 bad to w&b my heart, as the
z;@ims used to say, to see if I was
Sto&ling
vies with hunting and
f&ing and one or two other things for
honours as the oldest human pmfersion,
a phenomenon of the last 10 years. Lus
than a decade ago, a man named Dan
Yashiosky started telling folktales and
other kinds of stories from the corner
bandstand in a restaurant in Toronto.
Out of that grew a Toronto Iostitulion.
the 1001 Nights of StotytclUng - yearround open sessions at which amatcuts

and profcsslonals alike tell btoties of all
Iris. (It siilI goes on, in a cafblike set-,
every Friday night at the Toronto
School of Art.) Out of those sessIona
~JZWthe festival, in which Yashinsky is
sdll the drie
force, and out of the
festival has grown the Toronto Storytellers’ School.
At this year’s festival, to be held Feb.
26-27 at the Annette Street Public
Library and adjacent church, sometldng
Iikc 30 storytellcn and ringers wIUparticipate in sessions running concwrem.ly
mom to roe&n,
he&g a story or two in
each. or to stick with one for as loup:as
you .like, hearing a mixed bag-of

with related themes. On Sat&day tbcrc

is a session devoted to hem tales.
to fairy t&s. a session of native
tellers (Mohawk. lmdt, Ojibwa. Miemat, Crcc., and possibly Coast Sallsh),
one callcd “Wit, Wisdom and Lies,” as
wll as * pmgmm for small chlklrco,
“Scvcn Stories High.” On Saturday
night the featured StorytcIler is Alice
Kane. one of the best I’ve ever heard.
On Sunday them will be more concuranother

rent scssioos, including one devoted to
Hans ChrIstian Andcrsco’s talcs, and
one devoted to ballads, sung fables. and
the revivified tradition of oral narrative
poetry. That night you can Itcar the eminent Qu&bireois troubadour Jocelyn
Bcrub6, a fine storyteller from Toronto
named RIta Cox, and scvcml others myself IncIudcd, so tbey say.
If you Likethose dry occasions called
poetry madings, perhaps you shouldn’t
come: oral poetry Is diffcrcnt sruff highly crafted. but with hair and teeth.
full of sound if not always of fury. and
empty, thank you, of academic rcscrvc.
Folk art and high art have ape thing in
wmmon at least: their love of pcrformance, their love of the mask. The
poetry mdiing - an American iovention, naturally - has about it the &cadfol camcstncss of self-help societies and
the rising mlddl~ass. But stotytclling,
now, storyteuing cmbmccs the lovely
extremes of the artz both grandpa sitting
by the cookstove spinning yams, and the
high art of Homer, tbe African gtiots,
and the Anglo-Saxon bards.
My own detcrmitmtion to make
poetry in that tradition stuns, I suppose,
from the obvious source: the stotieS I
was lucky enough to have had told to me
as a child. But them have been a number
of other salutary jolts along tbe way.
One came when 1 first heard Dylan
Thomas intoning his “Ccrcmony After a
Fire Raid: That was through a rccording, of course. when Thomas drank
himself to death in New York at 39, I
was a seven-year-old immllt
kid In
Alberta learning how to skate. But when
I heard those recordings I knew
something deeply Important was plug
on. It wasn’t the performance itself,
really-nice though that was - but the
door it opened to a whole new kind of
compositkm. Thomas, like Yeats, wotc
with his voice.. not his pencil. And when
Thomas or Yeats spoke their poems it
was as if they were rediswvcring them in
the air word by word. lint after line.
Not cvctyone UItcd it that, and not
everyone doa now. The wry year the
Toronto Festival was founded. the la.6
great poet John Glassco, in (he Globe
and Mail, inveighed against the “fmrotay
rant’, of Dylan Thomas and the
“breathy melodrama” of Beta Pound.
“Poetry,” he said, “is best mc&cd in a
state of isolation and tranquilllty.
through the prInted page.,, It doesn’t
seemdo to me. I don’t aspim to a poetry
that sounds like a refined version of
uppcr-CanadIao speech. I aspire to one
that mvclsnotonlyinthequIetsubtletied
of speech, but in the power of oratory,
&tot, and song. If tbc way to cncountcr
the poetry of Shakespeare and Yeats is
really In silence. rmming the cyc across a
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printed page, then the same should be
true of the piano sonatas of Beethoven;
w shouldn’t sully them with performance, we should sit in our armchairs
silently reading tbe scores.
Speaking or telling or chanting or
singing a story or poem is something
drastically, if also subtly, different from
reading it, and that difference is what
led me to the Festival of Storytelling a
year ago. StoryteUing is art as process,

not as product. Crass r&.rialists that
we are, we lust to see our poems attd
stories written down. Telling them
instead - for all that we also publish
them i!_ books - is a gesture against
possesstvaness: a gesture against a
culture in which too many of us would
rather own than understand. Like being
in love, it reminds us that this moment is
this moment: tentpus figil: &thing
lasts.
--BOBEttTBtUNGHUttST

ENCWSH. OUR EM.7LfSH
Y-

News editors and lexicographers should be
haled into court after keeping us on
tenterhooks about the spelling of ‘forte’

By BOB BLACKBURN

HERE’SA SCRAPof dialogue from a TV
Seli%
“Cookingtsn’tmy forte lpronounced
‘forl’l.‘*
“That’s pmnoeaeed ‘for&y’. Take it
from me. I usedto be a scbwlteaeher.”
Ever since I heard that I’ve been
wondering whether it was simply the
commission of a commcm error or an
attempt to be funny at the expense pf
schoolteachers. The latter possibility
seems unlikely, because it would be a
rather sly joke, and the series in question
was not noted for the subtlety of its
humour.
Probably most people pronounce the
e. It’s one of those errors that are so
commmt that one is tempted to give up
and go along with the crowd. Perhaps
the mirpmnunciation stems from confusion with the ItaUmtJorfe, in which thee
should be pronounced, or perhaps it’s
just that people ihittk thee must be there
for some good reasmt. In fact, it is there
for no good reason, as the OED tersely
s explains: “As in many other adoptions
2 of Pr. adjs. used as sbs.. the fem. form
z has been ignorantly substituted for the
5 masc.: cf. locale, momle. . . . etc.”
If you look up locale in the same die
oz tionary, you will find it dismissed out of
5 hand: “Erroneous form of lomi.” HowPi ever, if $_w look up momle, you will
i Und it treated as a legitimate word. AU
- of this tells us a couple of tbittgs about
the OED. much as we may love it. (I
took the problem to my College Websfer
and surmised that the Iexieographer had
long ago trodden the same path I had
just taken - that is, he had looked up
for& in the OW, then checked the
cross-references and decided togive up.)

A NBWSPAFW.
WHOSBeditors should
know better recently reported that someone was on “tenderhooks,” another
common error. The word, of course, is
tenferhooke, and to be on them is to be
in suspense or filled titb anxiety. One
supposes that everyone knows the word
render and associates it with a condition
of delicacy, while the word fettter is not
really cm everyone’s Ups. A tettter is a
frame on which cloth is stretched after
milling to prevent shrinkage while dry- ’
ime. The clotbIsheldittastateof
tension
the tenterby means of hooks called
tenlerhooks, and tmtte of this has anything to do with tenderness.
Ott the same fmnt page of the same
paper the same day. santaone was said to
have been “hauled” into court, and that
could have been what happened. It’s
more likely that he was haled into court.

oi

haled before a tribunal.” Heuldenotes a
physical action. Finally, hail, as
Theodore Bernstein puts it, “is what you
do to the chief, a friend, or a taxicab.”
You c&mot be hailed into ccwt.
although that, too, is sometimes written.
Pinally, the phrase “hail [not Mel
fellow wll met” describes one with
whom you are on friendly terms or with
whom it is easy to get along. A-hale
fellow is-simply one who is in good
health.
APT~RISA USEFUL
and flexible word. It
has a number of meanings and can be
used as a cor&nction, an adverb, a
preposition, or an adjecrlve. In thaw of
its readiness to serve, it’s a wonder that
so many writers go to such lengths to
find ways of abusing it.
One increasinglr cmnmmt misuse is in
naws reports: “Six people are dead after
two ears collided head-on last night.”
One supposes that, in the interest of
tight writing, the reporter is trying to
avoid having to explain that three of tb,e
people were killed instantly and that the
other three were fatally timed but Uwd
until morning. It would be inaccurate to
say ail six died when the cars collided,
and possibly misleadii, although not
absolutely inaccurate, to say that ail died
efier the cars collided. So he writes
I‘.., are dead after. . .I’ His problem
is that ha is assigning to aflee one of its
meanings as a preposition ~‘folkwing,”
or “BS a result or’), but is actuaUy using
it as a conjunction, and so is in trouble.
There are many ways he could have
avoided the error, the simplest probably
being to say ‘I. . . ax dead aftu a twocar, head-on collision . . .” That would
have taken three more characters than
his construction, or onIy two if he I.
omitted the comma, as he almost CQtainly would have done.
what this offender wote, in effect,
was tbat “six people are dead as a result
of two cars collided,” and surely it’s not
n!3xawry for a pmfessiIonal writer to
make a detailed analysis of the sentence
to know that it is wrong. Yet variations
of this misuse of efier pop up with
alarming frequency in the press. It’s not
the evident ignorance of the rules that’s
bothersome, it’s the lack of&el.
Here are some other recent jawnalistic offences:
Of a traffic jam: “If willbe a permanent bottleecxkfor the restof the day.”
Of a porrible ewe for herpes: “The
data is tee preliminaryto wanant optimism.”
“Pianist Glenn Gould, who sadly
died last month.”

hauled, but is normally
used In the narrower sense of baing
forced to go (somewhere as in “he was

Haled means

“The reason was because. :’
“A wntaUiour debate. . :’
‘“This is the anniversary of their first

meeting exactly six months ago today.”
Et cetera, et cetera. q
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Ten years after Margaret Atwood’s popular
thematic study, some second thoughts on a nationalistic
approach to Canadian literary criticism
,By PAUL STUEKE

THEcc~~ProF”influenee”
is otten used in a rather nebulous
manner, since it is as difficult to quantify as it is comparatively
easy to identify. But if any one critic of Canadian litemturr
can be said to be influential, it is Northrop Frye. Two contributors to the LiIeray History of Canada, Desmond Pacey and
Malcolm Ross, have described his importance in no uncertain
terms: for Paw he ls the originator of “the dominant school
of Canadian criticism,” and according to Ross ‘nothing of
serious speculative import has been offered to us which has not
bee” affected by Frye’s thought.” Pacey predicts that Frye’s
view of Canadian literature
“wlil soon have launched a
thousand theses and a score of
books.” Aside from the theses,
there are already at leart half a
score of books in existence that
take off from a consideration
2 of Frye’s work.
E I” what does this influence
2 consist? Most i”lpLman1, in a
2 conception of Canadian litera1 tuw that transposes it onto
? both sub- and meta-literary
h;.planes. The sub-literary aspect
8 arises from Frye’s assertion, in
$ his celebrated “Conclusion” to
8 the Literary
History
OJ
z Canada. that Canadian litera3 tars is not really “Literature”
2 in that it does not possess a suf: ticient de_- of exceilence:
Canadahu producedno author
who is a classicin the sense of
possessinga vision greater in
kind than that of Ys best
ruden. . . . There is no Canadianwril.xof whomwean say whatwecan orthe world’smajor
w’kers,thar their tiers ca” grow up insidetheir work wkhout
cw bring awareof a circumference.
Since this is the case, there is simply no point in attemptiw to
apply traditional literary standards to Canadian writing:
The conceptionof whatis literaryhas to be greatlybroadenedfor
such a lircratwe. . . . Even when it is llleralurein its orthodox
ecnra of poetry and Iiin.
X is mare signifiinUy studiedILIa
pa” of Canadlln Iife than ss a part of an a~ton~rn~~sworldof
literstuh’.
This position has one very important consequence., namely
that Canadii llteratore, sltw it isn’t really “Literature” at
all, might as vxll be discussed in a historical, sociological, or
any other conceptual framnvork you’d care tn choose - as
long as that framework isn’t literary.
Mxeover, though Frye argues that traditional literary
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values do not apply (that “the conception of what is literary
has to be greatly broadened for such a literature”), he makes
extensive use of value judgements (“Canada has produced no
author who is a classic in the sense of possessing a vision
greufer in kind than that of his best readers”) in utabliihll
that Canadian wrllers are not of world-class rank. Although
one is surprised to fmd thii on-again, off-again attitude at
such a basic level of argument. a glance at the wider corpus of
Frye’s work is sufficient to establish that it is quite
characteristic of his thllking.
In the “Polemical Intmdw
tion”
to Anatomy
of
Cridciw,
for example, Frye
expounds at length upon the
deficiencies of value judge
“lents as a “leans of litelaly
analysis. He describes them as
“casual, sentimental, and pre
judiced” and argws against
their independent validity hy
maintaining
that “Every
deliberately construeled hiemrthy of values known to me is
based o” a concealed social,
moral,
or
intellectual
analogy.” And yet, if we ium
to mamples of Frye’s practical
literary critici= in The Bush
&den,
we find “umero”s
‘cases of value judgements
being made without any Micatlo” of their dubious onto.
logical status. We read that
I‘. . . the general level of the
writing is good enough. . . no
poem in the book is bad,”
. ..and “l%xyone can Learnto write poetry up to a point - the
point of discovering how diffmlt it is to write it unusually
well.” Perhaps most strikingly, we arc told that we “must constantly straggle for the standards of good and bad in all types
of poetry.” If the notion of “standards ofgood and bad” ca”
be equated with the application of value judganents. as seems
eminently reasonable, we are forced to conclude that Frye is
simply unable to do without in practice that which he finds so
distasteful in theory.
If this is the case, it tends to undamine Frye’s contention
that Canadian literature requires special handling. Since there
is good and bad Canadian writing. why not assess It in traditional literary t-7
We might eve” learn something about
why some succeeds and some does not. And if we have pmduced nothing that deserves m be called a “classic,” this is still
ILot sufticient reason to lump all of Canadian Literature into
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some category designated “mediocre.” Cer&Iy we will want
to remind ourselves that the statement “This is au important
v:ork of Canadian literature” is not equivalent to “This is an
important work of English, or Western. or World literature.”
But this is the commonsensical kind of qualification that we
wnslsntly apply in other areas of our lives. It would nut seem
impossible to do so in the realm of lllerary an&‘&.
If Frye’s attempts to rcducc the study of Canadian literature
to thot of various aspects of Canadian life is uot very conviu~
ing. his efforts towaui abstracting its signifkxnt themes onto a
me&literary plane are s good deal more substantial. This procedure requires both analysis and comparison, and as a consequence it must be grounded upon actual literary evidence
rather than weeping assertions. If there are certain general
themes that chsncterlre our writing. it is obviously important
to identify and defme them.
The deficiencies of thematic criticism ss a method are matters of degree sud practic&application. For now, I will simply
point out two of the obvious pitfalls awaiting anyone who
undertakes what is essentisIly a content analysis of individual
wxks of literature. The first is what might be termed the
“statisticsl fallacy,” which arises from the understandable
tendency to consider those themes that appear most often ss
the themes that are the most important. Thus in Frye’s work it
is but r step from the observation %wrythiug that is central in
Canadian writing stems to be marked by the imminence of the
natural world” to the more pointed statement that “the central theme [of Canadian poetry, in this case] is really a riddle of
inexplicable death: the fact that life struggles and suffers iu a
nature which is blankly indifferent to il.” We have moved
fmm natural phenomena marking %wyt.hiug that is central”
to “life . . . in nature” as “the ceuval theme,” and no matter
how comprehensible this sort of progression may be in terms
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of unconscious thought procesw, there is certainly nothing
logically compelling about it.
This leads directly into the second major hazard awaiting
the praclitioner of lhematic criliclsm, which consists in its
tendencies towxds exclusivity. Since themes arc a kind of coutent, discovered through the empirical process of criticsI
reading, it is tempting to claim that tbcmaticctiicism isa more
scientific method than such traditional modes of litcmry
analysis as the examination of stylitics, fidelity to reality, or
richness of imaginative invention. But il is equally obvious that
even if thematic cridcism is more scientific, it is not necessarily
bertr ln a qualitative sense (unless we accept “scientilIc=bctter,” an equation many members of social scientilic disciplines
have begun to question), nor does it begin to supersede the
variety of hislorlcally fruitful considerations of literature. If
thematic criticism is P useful and valid mode of literary
analysis, thii does not mean Lhat it is fhe only such melhod,
although ss we shall see many of those influenced by Frye
make tbis argument in a covert but dllemlble manner.
IP NOTF~ORa large and growing band of discipla. Fry&
criticism of Canadian writing might well have been ignored in
favour of discussion of his more grandiose general theories,
since the former constitut& a very small part of the total of his
critical writing. But in fact there has been a plethora of critical
studies heavily infhxnced by Frye, of which two of the most
important are D.G. Jones’s Eurru/lv on Rock and Margaret
Atwood’s Survival.
Although each book will be consid&cd separately. it is
importanr to note here thal both begin with an avowal of purpose strongly reminiscent of what I dctined ss the sub-literary
and meta-litemry aspects of Frye.3 work - and rather similar
avowals at that. Jones’s Bullerny on Rock is introduced as
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being “not primarily a survey, nor does it attempt to deal fully

with any single author or work. Bather, by isolating certain
themes cad images it attempts to define more clearly some of
the features that rcaxr in the mind, the mirror of our imcginaive life.” Atwood’s Surviwl “does not survey, evaluate,
provide histories or biographies or offer original or brilliant
insights.” but “aucmpk one simple thing. It outlines a
number of key pattcms which I hope will fcnction like the
field markings in bird-books: they will help you distinguish
this species fmm all others, Canadian literature from the other
Iitcrattucs with which it is often mmparcd or confused.‘: In
Jones the mcta-literary technique of thematic criticism is clearly paramount, although the sub-literary note is echoed in his
declining to “deal fully with cny single author or work”; in
Atwood both arc evident, with the explicit rcfiwl to evaluate
reminding us of F)w’s attempts at avokllbtgvalue judgcmcnk.
Butterm on Rock cxbibik thematic criticism at its best,
although much of the book’s bnpcct derives fmm ao additional element that has notblag to do with %olating ccttain
themes end images.” Jones Ulustratcs his chosen themes with
such ntnnemw and wcllshosen examples that he does make a
good case for both their frcqucncy of appcat’ance and their
intrinsic signiflccncc. But he diseovcrs more than a cct?ain
kind of content that characterlaw Canadian literature: he also
discems a dynamic process at work, one in which oar mom
pcrccptive wirers actiwly embrace the natural world as a
means of achieving a “‘grcatcr sense of vitclity and commanity.” This is an ethical component, “a view of life that not
only comprehends safferinp and death but sees in them the
conditions that make possible&e highest human values.” This
moral dimension is given richness and validity by tbc pmvision
of thematic examples, end it transcends them with ik vision of
a realm of values arching over the world of facts.
If Butrerflv on Rock u.ws thematic criticism Hiithlnthe contest of a much broader thesis, Ahvood’s Swvivaldispiays it as
an embarrassi@ inadequate instrument when used in iwlalion. Atwood is not unaware of this herself, as her disclahncr
demonstrates. Bat cvcn the limited goal she does announce the outlining of “a number of key patterns” that distiagaish
Canadian Utcratwc from other Literature - is’undcrtakcn in
such a sloppily casual fashion that oat would dismiss it out of
hand if the book had not already become widely wd in C&adien classrooms and effusiwly rcwmmendcd by several of our
more widely read reviewers.
In order to aeccpt Surviv& conclusions, one mast first
swallow some grandiose aad poorly grounded assertions. We
are told that “every country or cultarc has a single unifying
and infosymbol at ik core.” While Atwood dascrlbes
this as a +.wceping gencraliaation” and an “ovcrsimpllfication,” this does not stop her from going on to suggest that the
American symbol is “possibly. . . The Frontier” and the
English symbol “perhaps The Island.” or fmm progressing
fmm equivocation to certainty in stating that “The central
symbol for Canada . . . is undoubtedly Swvivcl.” If there is
any principle at work here, it seems to be that as long BIG
you
eonfess to your sins in advcncc, it is perfectly all tight to go
ahead and commit them.
And if one feels no need to pmvc one’s most sweepingass@
tions, one can evidently say just about anything that comes to
mind. Thus wc arc informed that “The Canadian author’s two
favowitc ‘natural metbods for dispatohiag his victims arc
dmvming and frreriag, drowning being preferred by poets
. . . and freering by prose writers.” Think for a moment
about the kind and volume of evidence required to dcmonsuatc the truth of this proposition, and then consider whether
Atwood’s fewer than 10 examples - at Icast half of which in
fact contradict her argument - even come close to doing so.
To proceed from a few examples to a firm statement of general
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ptinclplc, as Atwood does here and throughout Surviwl,
simply makes a joke out of the practice of thematic ctiticlsm.
The deficiencies of the thematic approach are also clearly
visible in Patterns qf Isolation and Sex and Violence in the
Canadian Novel. by John Moss, even though the author
claims to be dissatistied with Frye’s criticism. Moss’s strategy
is to choose a general theme of a psychological nature L
“isolation” in the case of I+vla?rnsofIsola~ion, “identity” in
that of Sac and Violmoe in the CanadianNow1 - and then to
claim that Sach is more universal and thcrcforc morr rcvcaUng
than the them= chosen by Frye and his adhercnk. Thus in

htem

qflsolation he replaces &ye’s ‘garrison mental@”
with a four-part schema including “garrison.” “colonial,”
“fmntlcr,” and “immigrant” types of isolation. Bat since he
then pmceeds to fill up hi categorlcs with examples, and uses
the cxistcncc of the examples as pmof of the cxlstcnce of the
categories, this is no more oxwincing than the similar “seek
and ye shall find” procedures used by avowedly thematic
critics. In Sa and Violence in the Canadian Novel Moss is
much more obviously thematic, as his opening observation of
“the remarkably hii incidence of sex and violence la the
Canadian novel” quickly becomes “cmple evidence of’tbc ck
tent of sex and violence as thcmc, form and subjcc&attcr in
the Canadian nov&” I could not invent a better illustration of
my prcvlous remarks regarding the thematic critics’ tendency
to equate statistical frequency with signilicancc.

x-ta APPMBANCB
of thematic qiticism in academic journals is
of cottnc not surtnisina. situ most of the critics I have so far
discussed teach li&atttti at the university Level.To the extent
that such journals disscminatc the thematic method among aa
audiincc of teachers and students of Utemturc, however, it is
evident that they exercise an influence potentially much grcatcr
than their relatively small circulations might lead as to cap&
In the case of the quarterly CanadianLitemtwe. since 1959the
major fomm for those pmfessionally Involved with the subjwt, we may reasonably posit that we are dealing with a
publication in which the presence or absence of the thematic
method will be of particular significance.
’
Cimadian LiIemhue’s founder and, until 19%. editor,
George Woodcock,
has emphasized its “informed
dew,” and thus we might expect to fmd with@ it the most
hetcmgcncous of critical wnknk. But one finds, on the contrary, a surptisii uniformity of approach to the work of
criticism, much of which reflects the dondnance of the
thematic method. Examples arc most readily avaUaUIeia The
ohncrdicmNovel in the Twentieth Centurv a s&clion of
essays from Canadian Litemtwe (with onc~.&cption) edftcd
by Woodcock. Several of these exhibit the thematic method at
iis most banal.
Jcsnnctte Urbas’s essay on Ethel Wilson, “The Pcqtdsitrs
of Love,” is typical of the kind of empty rcstdk achieved by
many thematic critics. Urbas conchtdes that Wilson’s fiction
displays the themes of I’. . . love, the complexity of human
relationships and the subtlety of truth.” A moment’s retlw
tlon should suffice to p&t out that this is only marginally
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more profound than the observation that it is also written io
sentences and paragraphs. Such notions are implicit in our
conception of what quality fiction - fiction worthy of critical
attention - should be like, and presenting them as “themes”
is about as insightful as presenting sodium end chloride as
themes of salt. It is in fact difficult to think of any worthwhile
imaginative writig not characterized by concern with
‘I. . . love, the complexity of human relationships and the
subtlety of truth.” To assume that it is somehow useful to
treat these as themes is to mock the practice of literary
criticism.
The same objection applies to PeNr Stevens’s essay on
Mwis
Gallant.
where we are told that “the stress of relation-

ships within families” distinguishes her work, and to George
Bowering’s observation that “The danger and sadness of carrupling youthful opthnism” is a theme prevalent in Margaret
Laurence’s fiction, and to A.T. Bldex’sconclusion that Robert
Stead’s “themes are usually critical of society and consistently
serious.” The key to commebending the bantiw of such
statements is to try to i&ne
their ippositu: to attempt to
think of serious fiction that does nof deal with stressful family
relationships. corrupted youthful optimism, and socially
critical and consistently serious themes.
journals. SafwdayNight’s notices
of literary books pmvide many examples of the presence and
pitfalls of thematic analysis. Again we must ask if it is at all
helpful to be told such things as “Morley Callagban. . . is
delighted to show how men behave badly in a social world of
their ov:n creation,” as we try to think of serious fiction that
does not broach this theme, or if a contemporary novel can be
considered noteworthy because “It suggests that them is a
vacuum where once was society, and that violence becomes
increasingly ordinary where there is no anchoring
community,” or if there is anything other than hyperbole in
describing “the changiw state of women” (identitied as a
theme of Brian Moore’s The Doctor’s Wife) as “the great
question of the decade. maybe of the century.”
At this middlebrow level of thematic influence there is a
noticeable shift to demanding that literature present
“relevant” themes, or even a more pointed “message.” A
book is often praised for the sociological importance of its
themes: it may be “worth reading . . . for the various kinds of
Canadian experieucc it touches on,” or because the writer’s
“themes touch the lives of many of us,” and are “the stuff of
which more and more lives are being made.” Conversely, a
hook may be criticized because it “doesn’t even allude to
Canada today,” or because it is a “moral fable” whose
assumptions are not borne out by “Hitory.” Although the
demand for “relevance” is probably a carry-over fmm the
socio-nolitical activism of the 1960s. and is certainlv not an intrinsic component of tbe thematic approach, it d&seem to be
suite comoatible with the kind of criticism that concerns itself
&th hunting for themes rather than attempting more sophihticated forms of litwary judgement.
A similar set of attitudes and practices can be found in the
reviews published in Books in Chada. Our by now familiar
AMONG MORE “POPULAR”

companion, banality, plays its usual prominent w. Observations such as “All of MacLeod’s stories hark to the past, and
on several a return to old mats is a central theme” no longer
have much power to shock us. and a comparison of two novels
concluding that they are alike in containing “violence (emotional and physical). passion, illness and/or death” almost
seems meaningful until we apply the usual test of asking rirhat
sort of literature does not include these elements. One reviewer
imparts thematic significance by tolling us that a new book
isn’t “just another novel about a loser. . . its de4pest meaniw are ultimately political,” and then tempers hi general
approbation by chiding it for not being “a shattering breakthmugh into Canada’s sense of its past and present trouble.”
Another reviewer manages to criticize a book for being
“thematically uneven.” Since the book in question is a college
tion of poems dealing with more than one subject, as collect
tions of poems will, this is as downright silly a case of misapplied thcmaticsas can be imagined. It is, however, approached
by a fellow striver for significance who uses the phrase
“Thematically It’s about” where l!lt’s about” would do
equally well. Here we note tbe temptation to assume that every
book that is about something has a Theme, an assumption that
ensures employment for the thematic critic until such time as
writers pmdufe books that aren’t about anything at all.
IF rtm PRECEDINO
comments have atabliihed the ubiquity of
the thematic approach throughout all kinds of writing about
Canadian literature, they have not been intended as proof of
its complete dominance of all criticism and mviewing. There
are a number of non-academic reviewers who either disagree
or are unfamiliar with thematic criticism, and .tiere are a few
academics, such as A.J.M. Smith, who have actively opposed
its influence in their milieu. If the activities of other varieties of
critics have been ignored, this has been because of my convio
tions regarding the dangers of the thematic approach.
Why use such a melodramatic word as.“dangers’l” As we
havc seen, the thematic approach is based on certaio theories
of Northrop Prye that encouragea the user to treat litetature as
just about anything other than litemture.. The “sub-literary”
aspect of Frye’s work treats Canadian literature as a collection
of various kinds of information about the country, often
historical or sociological, and when most cruddy applied leads
to the demands for “rdevance” and “message.” Its “metaliterary” counterpart asserts that there are certain distingui&ing themes running through the fabric of Canadian
literature, and here we noticed (aside from a lack of agreement
as to what these themes are) tendenciw toward banality and
the elevation of thematic content to near-divine status.
With this kind of criticism dominating our literary scene, we
are in rral danger of losii any conception of qualitative standards. Taking the “sub-literary” road leads to the indii
whninate lumping together of works of all degrees of literary
skill: it emphasize content rather than form and encourages
critiw to ascribe merit to books that deal with significant
Canadian subjects regardIess of their other characteristics. The
sub-literary aspects of the thematic approach tends to favour
the creation and consumption of sub-literature.
The “meta-literary” emphasis upon the identification of
themes is at least potentially more valid; obviously the
discovery of thematic unities in national literatures would be
an important addition to our knowledge about them. As we
have seen, however, the actual practice of thematic criticism is
chamcterized by results that are typicdly arbitrary and banal;
and these qualities am, if anything, accentuated in the transition from academic to popular criticism. Whatever the
theoretical niceties of the thematic method, its practical application has produced a body of critical comment that can oftea
only be described as embarrassing. 0
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Anne HCbert reexplores the link
between passion and death in an eerie tale
,f vampkism in the Paris M&o

By AUDREY.lWOiWlS
I-Uloise, by Anne HCbert, trenslaled
from the French by Sheila Wscbman,
Stoddart. 101 pages, 512.95 dotb (ISBN
0 77312006 5).

THIS IS THE epigraph to Anne H&b&s
novel H&%e, published in Paris in 1980
and recently translated by Sheila
Fischman. It is also the opening stanza
to one of Ii&bett’s poems, ‘A Kind of
Feast,” which goes on to say:

And the dead do indeed come to us in
this novel; they are “let loose among os.

book, but I wonder lf the original vamplres fed on the blood of the opposite
sex?)
I do not think this novel will come as a
sorprise to anyone who read The TOP
rent, Wbett’s collection of novella and
short stories, or her novels, The Silent
Rooms and Kamour&a.
Sex and
death, or passion and death, have
always been linked together in her
works, and she has often explored the
theme of ‘(mastery.” Wbert’s characters, if they give in to their strange pssioas, often suffer death of one kind or
another. The Image of the vampire ls a
brilliant “objective correlative” for the
passionate possession of one human
being by another. (While reading this
book I kept thinking of the wonderful
eroticism of Herzog’s remake of No_@afu. I also kept going back to that
suange unfinished poem by C&ridge.
“Christabel.“)
Until H6loise and her sidekick Bot-

Eyes made over, voices restored.
skeletons assembled anew. They mix
tereau (he “smells of mud”) appear on
with the unsuspecting woad:
the scene, Bernard seems Like a nice if
One of the places where they do thll is
rather boring young maa who has given
in the Pmis M&o, which; lfone stops to
up “his poetry and all sorts of daythink about it, is a place where the living
do go “below” and .live, however temdreams to study law.” He is about to
porarily, under the ground. The M&o
marry his “cheerful, and uncompllserves an important fonction In tbii
cated” blueeyed lover, a young ballet
novel. It is whore the action “ally
student named Christine. They are
thoroughly modem and “dressed Ille
begins, and it is also whae it ends, in a
scene at once emtic and blasphemous, as
twin brothers. Jeans and pollovers. The
girl’s hips as nmmw as the boy’s:’
Htioise, successful at last in her*~seduction” of Bemud, “lays the young “an
But even at their engagement celebnacmss her knees. A savage pieta, she
tion there are hints that Bernard is weak
wraps her arms around hi.”
and dependent, won though he scm his
H&%x is no ordii
femme fatale;body as “free now, after being so long
she’s the Real Thing, a vampire and a
held back by the thoosand invisible stitrevenant, as well as a tall, pale, beautiful
ches sewn into his very skin by his
wontan with “night-dark hair.” She
mother, when he was a little boy and
needs to drink the blood of “en in order
slept in a small bed beside his “other’s
to stay “alive.” (Thll novel made me
large one,” A few paragraphs on be seas
v:ant to know “ore about the history of
his mother - who has been dead for two
vampirism. It is implied here that
years - at the end of the table, ‘Yapping
H4oI.x only drinks men’s blood - exher thimble, s&ii to speak.” Cbrlscept when she is desperate and climbs
tine’s hand on his arm banishes Mother
over the fence at the zoo in the Jardm
and Bernard thinks, “She [Cluisti”e] is
des Planter - and her friend Bottemau
life ” and “I’ve been saved.”
only drinks the blood of women. It is
1; is important, therefore, that it is
necessary that this be the case ia thii’
onlyhfter Christine gets off at her M&m

stop that H&loIscappears ln the same car

as Bernard, who had been lookbtg
“downcast and pensive. . . lie an abaodoned child.” Once he has seen H&I”,
his love for his fiane6e drops away, and
he fmds both her and the modem world
crude and vulgar and almost impossible
to bear. Christine doesn’t seem to have
enough power to rave Bernard. but I
think this is bocaase of the nata” of
Bernard and not becau” “death” is
mom powerful than “life.”
In the hands of an artist less skilled
than Anne Hebert this could have been a
very silly book. Bottereau & h.prdto take
sometimes. (“‘But your t%n&e’s blood
is young and bounteous.’ At the thought.
of Christhm, Bottereau greedily licked
hi lips.“) But when he says how “simple” it aUis for hbn (“I rape and I kill”)
we feel Ids awful amorality. He is procorer and “dealer” and psychopath and
very, very believable.

.

,

The way Hebert oses present-day
Paris. with its crowded M&o% its

underground musicians, its girls in long
skirts and T&irts saying “I’m fediog
free,” its noise and pollution as a baokground for this tale of enchantment and

death is really wonderful. One of the
most striking examples of this occurs
about two-thirds of the way tbroagh tbe
book. H&&s has just seduced Bernard

and dii his throat, leaving him for dead
on the floor of the strange apartment
Bottereau hai succeeded in renting to the
newly married couple. (Needless to say.
Chtistlne, who is life-affuming, doesn’t
like this place, which seems haunted sod
is fall of a kind of 1900s Art Nouveau

voluptuoosness.) At this point the nar“tor shows as Haoise, her red dress
wrIakIed, sltdng on the edge of the fountain at P&e Saint-Mlchel. “where
young people on drugs sleep, livid, omaelated;
decanting Bernard’s blood
“fmm her syrIoge into smalI glass
flasks.” She’s just another droggie. and
“the world we live in.receiv*l, with the
same. air of weary muwoccm, any
peculiarity or perverse pleasure.” So
Bernard isn’t the only one who’s “half
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in love

with easeful Death.”
There are a lot of refeRnIx in the
book that would probably have more
signlficzmce-or would be more quickly
recog”lzable as signiflcmt - to some
one really familiar with Paris. I’ve only
been there owe, but I did remember that
the subway stop at tbe wry end of the
novel (“Through the mist, one cm read
the name of the station, P&e-La&W’)
is the name of the most fasbiooable
cemetery in Paris. Gertrude St& ls
buried there. Victor Hugo, Proust.
Balzac, Sarah Bembardt. Oscar Wilde,
and a host of others. It’s a re.w~lar
village
of the famous dead. And in tbls tery there stands a monument to
Abelard and EEloIse.
It’s no good trying to see this novel as

a simple allegory, but that little bit of information ls intereating, as is the fact
that Abelard’s passion for IUoIse got
bim emasculated (something we all seem
he &ok). St. Bernard of Clalrvaux
thought Abelard’s b.~tlue”ce(as a pbllosopher and teacher) was dangerous and
secured his condemnation (or the condemnation of his teachings) at the Co”“dl of sins. Thai Bernard was a mystic.
The Paris M&o started its fast line in
1900, and there are sevexal references to
that year. I-I&l&e and Bottereau wear
costumes fmm that em. and Bottcrcau
drives a 1900 car. Bven tbe strange car+
inp over the door of the apartment
buildbtg - ‘WE bead of a womltll, her
hair undone” - remi”ds one of Beards-

FtilZlRE

.

ley'sdrawings and

may. in fact, be part
of the decoration on tbe PO+ Dauphine
Metro mtnmce. We are told that the
mysterious villa is “not far from the
Bols de Boulognc,” and the spartmmt
reminds one of a disused railway station.
In other words, I tld”k Hebert is botb
deadly serious and having a lot of fun.
Fre”cb readors. paticular1~ Parisians.
probably picked ip o” a lot-more of the
fun than I did.
BUtin the end that reallydoesn’t matler. Ii~!io.& ls full of Wbats usual
superb wiring. strlkiog imagery, and
careful observation of human (snd inhuman) nature. And, like “mst of hex
work, it is not a book that I would like
to read on a. dark night, in a big house,
au alone. 0
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Women writers alone are preserving a
moral vision in contemporary literature, as two
books from Margaret Atwood attest

By JOHN HOFSESS

Second Words: Selecled Crttiad
Prozs, by Margaret Atwood. House of

Anansi. 444 pages, $22.95 cloth (ISBN
0 nn7o4 095 7).
The New Word Book of Cansdkm
Vcrie in E@lsk. edited by Margaret
Atwood, Oxford, 477 pages, $19.95
cloth (ISBN 0 19 540396 7).
The future female.

if there is one -, is

- salty MUleIoearflart.

rm A DECADE wnv the most important
contemporary writers have been women.
The group I have i” mind is large, ““ique in history, and of such dlverslty that
they ha-,x little in commonsexcept the
literary sldll and the moral outrage to
make us think - “ot like thetn but for
ourselves. There are no coonterparts
witten by me” to Adrienne Rich’s 01
Woman Born, Uate Mitt’s
The Basement: Meditatlonr on (r Human Saw/fice,
Nadine Gordimer’s Burger’s
Daughter, 01 the sly subversive wrks of

Susan Sontag. Audrey Thomas, Bertha
I-Ian& Tlllie Olsen. Sharon POllOCk,
and msny others. The unifying char-

sct&tlc of these writersis that each, in
her ovm way, has developed a social
~“sclmce and a critical i”tell@ence;
each has chosen to write lo what might
be called “the middle ground” of literahue. somewhere between the pedantic
arcana of acadand the mindless
pulp of pop fiction. They are serious
wrlters in search of aq large a” audlmce
as possible, without oversbnplifying or
pandering. They are not conteot to be
cult writers, or to have no politia7l
effect. They write to obange the world which is largely a man’s world - eve” if
the cbmge, in actuality. is as small as
r&forcing in a reader tbe courage not
to be silent io the face of know” lnj”s-

tices.

The modpn em also has its share of
dftcd male writers. but eveo the best
ieem
unable to tra”sce”d the paltry
compulsions of ego and pads; it’s as If
most male writers gf tbe late 2Otb catury anx “o lo”ger capable of imagbdng
and desiring a better world, for botb
sexes, and all races, and are content with
perfecti”g a style for their despair and
acceptance of viciousness. Givm two
writers of roughly equal skills - say,

Irving Layton and Margaret Atwood -

Atwood emerges as the more importat
fii
becaure she has the “mre. signiflcant moral and political vision (leading
to a future, if there is one). Layton md
bls kind (or Norman Mailer and his kind
in the United States) arc merely
q”eNlo”s and pugnacious attentiongetters who have nothing to give that
leads to the building of a new social consensus or community.
These tboughtq spring more from co”templaring Second WordJ: Se/e&d
Critical Pnwe by Margaret Atwood than
from 771eNew O&rd Book of Ccuadian Vent in B&&h,
which she has
edited - the fast bellg a collqctlo” of
Atwood’s reviews, essays, and publie
speeches (blcl”di”g a previously ““published “mbd-mcmolr” of Northrop
Frye) fmm 1960 to the prw”!, the sb
cond being ha updati”g of a classic text
of cansdim poetry orlgbmuy edited by
A.J.M. Smith in 1960. Yet eve” in the
New word, heavily weighred i” favour
of male poets for the simple reason that
there have bee” more of them sba
1628. tbe year the anthology begins, my
suggestion that creativevitality bar bee”

best possessed and utilll
by those
witritsrs who were sod are the most alimated by the dominant culhue - namely
romeo - meets with ample evidence in
the poetry of Susan Musgrave, Gwendolyn MocEwo,
Pat Lowther, Jay
blxpherson,
Phyllis Webb, Sharon
These& and the poems of Atwood
herself (selected by William Toye). Only
one or tmo male poets - Dennis Lee’s
“Civil Elegies,” Pier Giorgio Di Cicco
lo “The Head Is a Paltry Matter” and
“Male Rage Poem” - seem able to
combine xperbal skills with social awaw
oesr to produce poetry that matters
(beyond the male self sod its crumbling
insritotions).
The two volumes complement one
another indeed much of Second
Words can be viewed as a critical appendix to the New Omrd - in that I4 of
the 50 articles deal with poets and poetry
that Atrood has chosen for the anthology, beginning
with an essay on
Mar2aet Avison @ublished inAcra Vicroriana, the literary magazine of Vie
toria College, University of Toronto. in
1961, when Alrood ,vav a student) to a
review of Jay hlacpherson’s Poems
Twice Told for Books in Canada (April,
1982). Atwood states in her intmductlon: “. . . when covering once more the
ground that [A.J.M. Smith] covered
before me 1 found, time after time. that
he had chosen what I myself would have
chosen.” For most readers of the New
Oqford the test of its worth will not be
so much rhether Atwood has diseernlog
scholarly taste (or prophetic judgemeoi
in th case of young pcaets like Roe Borson snd Christopher Dewdney) but
simply whether the volume is an eojoyable and interestlog anthology to read.
Just as. in everyday Life. Atwood
doesn’t suffer fools gladly, so here she
gives poetic bores short shrift (Robin
Skelton gets his lifetime output boiled
down to three entries, while Michael
Ondaatje gets eight full pages; George
Jonas has two poems “bronzed like
baby boots,” 9s Atwood portrays inclusion in the New O&M, while Jay
Macpherson is represented by 12). She
describes Canadian poetry in the introduction as “spiky, tough, flexible,
various, and vital,” and her selection
indeed porsesses those qualities.
Second Wor& is Atwood’s first nonfiction work sioce Surviva/, and whileit
till not have the startling impact that
Survive/ had (a case of stating the
obvious, according to Ahvood, but saying it at a pmpitious time), it is an iovaluable guide to understanding Atwood’s
choice of themes, her basic principles,
sod the development of ha work (and
wwld viw) over the last two decades. A
spirit of g~aerosity permeates the booL;
she has never been one of those critics

who built a reputation
that she c&deri

by tearing others

herself to be “the

L “Mathews &d I&representation,”
in which she defends herself against ao
attack cm Survival by Robin Mathews,
and a review of Timothy Findley’s The
Wm
in wvhicb she says she was
motivated by an “unfair” review in the
Globe and Ma% “Choosing [Donald
Jack1 to review The Wurs is like choosing Red Buttons to review Hamlel” does Atwood engage in verbal combat.
Most of her reviews a~ “aoor&ations”
(Audrey Thomas’s B&k
Figures,
Nadine Gordimw’s July’s People, Tdlie
Olsen’s SikneeF) of lesser-known
authors (at least in Canada) whom
Ahyood hopes to popularize through endorsement. While the observations in
the reviews are generally perceptive, it is
the public speeches, gathered here for
the first tie, that make more amusing
and provocative reading: an address on
witches given at Raddlffe, “An End lo
Audience?”
given at Dalhousie.,
“Canadian-Ameriao
Relations:
Sw
veying the Eighties” given at Harvard.
an address oo Amnesty Intemationsl
given in Toronto,
and a delightful.
tongue&+cheek speech called “Writing
the Male Character” delivemd at Waterloo University.
In these Atwood most clearly displays
her qualities of decency, fair-play,
moderation, a compassionate coocem
for the future of mankind, and a determination to stand up and be counted.

in this country should use our
privileged posidon oat as a sbdter from
the world’s realities but as P platform
from wbicb to speak. Many a> denied
tbeb voiap; warenot. A voiceisagln;
it should be cherished and used, to utter
fully human speech if possible. Powerlumess and silence go together. . . .
We

Or this. At\vood oo Atwood:
I have always sea Canadian nationalism and the concern for women’s
rightsas part of a larger. non-exdwive
picture. We sometimesforgot, in our
obsessionwith cdonialism and imperialinb. that Canada itself has been
guilty of thae stancestowards others.
both inside the country and outsideit:
and our con~m about sexism, ma’s
mistreatmentof women. cdnblind us lo
the fact that ‘men can be just PI
disgusting, and sl~tlstieally more so,
towards other men. and that women as
members of catain oadonal groups.
&bough relatively paverless members.
are not exempt from the tempmtlon to
prptit at the expense of otben.
It is Atwood’s strength that she pitches
her teat in the middle of the crossfire
between extremists (male and female)
and demands of both sides that they be

more reasonable. She does not indulge
io petty feuds or polemii
positions.
but saves her lime, and moral courage.,
for acts of deepex meaning, living out
her so&l criticisms.
The period we are living in is like oo
other in history: the line bel)men ultlmate absurdity (nuclear war) and reaIity
gets thinner all the time. It is necessary
for both witus and readers to seek, or
create, a meeting ground between art
and politics. “Social realism” need not
be the bleating, didactic creature that its
Daodyesque
enemies claim. Second
Words traces the develooment of one of
the most important “political artists”
wiling today; one whose future work
promises to be even more cballenglng
and dangerous. 0

By I.M. OWm

The Swell Season: A Text oo the &st
Important Thing, in Life, by Josef
Skvorecky. translated from the Czech by
Paul Wilson, Lester & Orpen Dcnoys,
238 pages, $15.95 doth (ISBN 0 88619
038 X).
ONE OF THE FOUR quotations Josef
Skvorecky has chosen as epigraphs for
The Swell Season is from another
Czechoslovakian artist in exile, Mllos
Forman:
“They always expect your
oewest work to be new io every way. It’s
impossible.. You spend your whole life
saying the same thing over and over
agab~ in different ways.” In the person
of his alter ego Danny Smiricky,
Skvorecky comes perilously close to sayiog the same thing over and over again lo
the same way. But he does it well enough
to 8x1 away with it.
He has chosen to tell Danny’s story of a youth io Czechoslovakia under Nazi
occupation - backwards. First came
The Cowwds, a fairly long novel set lo
the confused May days of 1945, when
Danny was 20 or 21. This was published
in 1958. In 1987 the novella The Bass
Saxophone appeared in Czech (the
Eoglish translation came out in Toronto
in 1977). Hexe Danny is 18. Finally, The
Swell Season (published in Czech iti

1975) is about Danny at much the same
“ge or a shade younger.
In the six chapters of The Swell
Same, each one nearly a self-contained
short story. wc get variations on a slngk
theme: Danny’s burning and regularly
frustrated desire to seduce one of the cnchanting girls around him. I” the small
provincial town where he lives this
becomes well know”, and his friends are
able to count 23 girls he has tried,
though wc see him at work on only six of
them. To each he is prepared to swear
eternal love at any given moment. Buf
it’s clear that all this expresses is no more
than an adolescent itch: his only real
devotion is to jazz (more predsely,
scingj and the all-m& band in which he
plays the saaopbonc.
Though these chcnning comedies of
provincial high-school life are set in the
Nazi Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia, the shadows don’t impinge
very much. Lem, one of the boys in the
band, has a fathex in a concentralion
cap, and two of the three priests in the
parish have also disappeared; and at the
very end Lesa gets word that his father
has been shot. Except at this moment.
the young people arc able to treat the
Nazis as something of a joke. Jazz, of
cott~e, is frowned on as Judeo-Negroid
music, but in practice it isn’t banned.
Danejy to it is, however; so they hold
their dances on Saturday afternoons at a
village “about five kilometres up in the
hills, where the power of tbc Reich was
less in cvidmce.” One of the high co”&
points comes when the boys, who arc
staging a very jazzy revue in the school,
succeed in persuading Regiemngskommissar Horst Hermann KtIhI that the
Charleston is a Czech folk-dance
This was the fiat book of Skvorcclty’s
I had read. For all its cbann, it seemed
rather sIIIht in view of his reputation. So
I got hold of the other t\vo books about
Danny. 77x Comwrds, which is in
Penguin Modem Classics, is surprisingly
similar in tone and aunosphere. but
gains weight from its satirical picture of
the town worthies, who have survived
comfortably under the Pmteetoratc,
suddenly in May, 1945. dnnonstrating
first their fervent Czech nationalism and
then, when the Russian troops arrive,
their affectionate admiration for their
Bolshevik brothers.
But then I read The Bass Samphone,
and all became clear. This little novella is
a great and powerful \vork. It’s no “tore
wlldcr and fiercer, ani full of ma&llously grotesque symbolism. Have you
ever considered what a bass saxophone
would be like? It has a bell “as large
around as a washbasin,” and its voice is
“a” acoastical alloy of some “onexistent bass wlIo and bass oboe, but

more explosive, a nerveshattering
bellow, the voice of a mdancholy
gorilla.”
In recommending The Swell Season.
then, I’m advising you to read the
trlIogy. In thii way The Swell Season
takes its place a$ a” agreeable prologue,
and The Bass Saxophone is the pivot on
which the whole work turns. The pa.+
eloquent tho@h apolitical affirmation
of freedom. which hurls defiance at the
Regicrungskonmtissat and all his kind.
This sffunmfion spreads out and tinges
the other two books with far stronger
colours than they would have by themSdWS.

Though Skvorccky Is a professor of
Engli%hat the University of Toronto, he
wisely continws to write in his native
language. How often I’ve wIshed that

Joseph Conrad had followed this semibk cousc. Bach of these three books
has a different translator, alI good; but
Paul Wilson, who did TheSwellSeamn,
is probably the best. Both his narrative
pryrda”d
hi dialogue arc entirely
Any Canadian literary imperialist who
tries to claim Skvorecky as one of our
own may be discouraged by another of
the epigraphs to The Swell Season, this
one from Evelyn Waugh: “To have been
born into a world of beauty, to die amld
ugllness, is the common fate of all us
exiles.” Personally. as a Toronto
loyalist, I assome that this means that
Skvorccky plans to retire to - where
Regina, maybe? 0
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Head of the Iiarbour, by Mark
Gordon, Groundhog Press, 502 pages,
$10.95 paper (ISBN 0 9690127 1 3).
I HAVEN’TBBADThe Kamer Aliylh, the
first of what thteatens to be a fivevolume saga on the life of one Martin
Kanncr, hero of this self-confessed fin
tional autobiography by Halifax-born
Mark Gordon. But I’ve read the second
vohtq Head of rhe Harbow. I will not
be rushing out to get the fm.

I” Head of the Iiarbour the u-yearold Martin Kanner is back in Halifax
after a three-year stay in Israel. He
caters university and after a while falls in
love with a psychologist. Joan Brighton,
who cannot make up her mind bctwccn
Martin and a man called Hugh. Some
422 pages later, Martin gets the girl,
marries her. and takes her to live in a”
old farmhouse at the “head of the harhour” (hence the title of the book),
where Martin discovers that there must
be more to life than this, packs his bags,
and Icavcs for Montreal. There the book
ends.

The term “aofobiographical fiction”
implies that the author has used
cknxnts of his own life to btiild up a
plot; that is all very well, but Lhe plot
should be able to stand in its own tight,
simply as a story. It must be interesting
in itself; it must be able to crcatc its own
world and set of refercnccs; it m”st be
(as Ezta Pound demanded of literature)
“news that stays news.” Head sf the
Harbour is none of these things. The
story is threadbare: nothing happens.
The hero arrives in Halifax with mixed
feelings about cvetything; with tied
feelings he leaves. Characters flit
through the pages like photos flicked
and
the faces he shows mea” “0thi”a to up.
They are not an i”tegraI part-of the
story; it is not essential for the reader to
know who Martin’s grandparents are. or
whether his landlady keeps the heatIn.a
too low, or whether-his g&logy teach&
is gay, or what his friends think about
the fact that Martin Is a Jew. AlI these
characters *eem sttperflt10”s: they just
fill page aft% page; they never develop,
never trIgget off anything. “cvcr make
themselves appealing or intriguing or
mystetious oc vital.
One of the dangers of autobiographical writing is to confuse the facts of
life with the facts of flctlon. What is
important for a real-life person - his
thoughts. the people he knows, his sexual proclivities - is not neeersarily
important for the fictional hero. For all
we know there “my be a Jewish boy
called Duddy Kravib; what ls certain. if
there ls, ls that the fact is of no importance A good, solid character doesn’t
need to be propped up by a real-life
double.
I also fti the author’s prose somcwhat shaky. He is too insistent on
describing smsations, on sprcadllg out
images that do not help us, as readers. to
deepen our feeling of the story. 0” the
very fust page, for instance. he explti

that a pilot tries to lower a plane“not on
its fragile belly, but plumply, on its three
sets of wheck”: he then tells us that fog

is “that damp evancscmf stuff.”
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His dialogue is poor. It’s probably
true to life, but it doesn’t work av fiction. Says one of Martin’s girlfriends:
“You’ve lived in Montreal, Toronlo,
Israel, you know what ir’s like in the bii
world.” And later on: “Martin. do you
believe in love? I know it’s a silly queskm.”
Certain

themes appear again and
again: vzhat ii’s like being Jewish. b&g
Canadilm. being a budding wrker. Bul
unfortunately~ none of these is
developed. They are brought out at random, fingered, labelled. and paI away
till a few pages later.
Halfwy lhmugh the book Gordon
says of Martin: “He still felt the urge
and need to put words down on paper.
How could he let the years slip pasl
without a record?” The straightforward
answer, of course, is “Easily.” Not
everything is worth remrding and, even
if it were, certainly “or everylhing is
worth publishing. 0
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Mand~ss, by John Fowla. Collins.
192pages, 616.93 cloth (ISBN 00222628
6).
THEPUBLISHERS’
expectations for John
Fov~ler’s newest book are obviously
great. Their adpublicity material,
although it begins sU~JIUY
guardedly by
calling it a “disarming new work,” ends:
“Those who wish to discover whal goes
on in the mind of John Fowles . . . will
find rhis eloquent cloth-bound edition of
Fowl& new ‘novel’ [my quotes] Ma”~issa rhe perfect vehiek..” Expensive.
full-page advertisements i” the New
Yorl; Timas Book Review and the New
Yorlw for this new work by “a modem
master” (available also in a Deluxe Edition for $75), quote Time: “I” his fifth
‘novel’ Imy qootesl author John Fowks
again performs . . . narrative legerde
main”; Playboy: “The sex scenes make
it totaUy’accessibk” - one wonders
\vhat the alternatives would be; and
John Barkham Reviews: “a novelist’s
novel.” The publishers’ assumption that

the v:ork will be successful, U”a”ciaUyat
least, seems justified; it is already a

Book-of-the-Month Club Al&mate. It
might be pointed odt, however, that
Fowks’s success has been due to his
novels and the films made fmm the fiist
three.

Of the 13 books, published since 371e
Collec~oorappeared in 1963 only four
have been “novels ” and event those
four have progres&y,
in order of
publication. moved away fmm that
specifii form of f&on. From The Cof/&or, an excellent. spare novel, Fowles
in The Magus (1965) and The French
Lieutencmt’s Woman (1969) turned to
the resources of lhe mmance and other
prose fiction forms that suited his
changing purposes, writing longer and
longer works thal became more and
more discursive. DanielMartin (1977). is
a gamhous, self-indulgent, and formally
quite amorphous work. The other nine
books have ranged tbroagh a variety of
forms: TRe Aristos (1964), “a selfportrait in ideas”: Poems (1973). “an
aumbipgrapbical footnob?‘; The Ebony
Tower (1974). a collection of five “arratives - two of them, for M, the finest
things that he has written; Cinderella
(1974), a translation; texts for three
books with photographs - Shipwreck
f1974). 7iees and Islandv 11979). a”
&plo~alion of the island m&ph& in
Ennlish. and TheEnimna ofStonehenze
(19iO) 1 and now thk ki fiction. “~
Some readers, recalling the 62.5pages
of Daniel Martin, will be relieved at the
1% pages of Mantiaw. Others, lookii
for the accomplished story-telling
Fowks of The Coltector and parts of
The Ebony Tower may be put off by the
dois from tiescartes, ‘Mari&;
and
Lempderr. Others who cherished this
“kamed” approach in The A&p& The
French Lieutenant’s
Wo~nan, and
Datdel Martin may be enthusiastic.
What have we in Man&m? Setting:
after the amnesiac haze clean - it will
return twice-a windowless mom, wirh
grey padded walls, a bed, table, chair,
and cuckoo clock. The “Central.” I”
Europe? A hospital? In the mind of the
pmtagonis~?‘Cast: Miles Green (a name
pregnant with suggestions). Actor?
Politician? Novelist? Some five others:
Claire (his wife?), Dr. A. Deltie
(Delphi?), Nurse Gory (Kore?), a nursing “Sister,” a hemmphmditic rock-star
who is metamorphosed to Emto, some
rimes muse of love poeby and fiction.
AU the saI”e or aspects of the same
. fgwe? Plot: di@ussion, recrimination,
a rape. seemingly therapeutic, of the
protagonist, some sharp kicks, and some
legerdemain. Ending: the remm of the
initial haze, and silence, eacept for the
final single cry of the cuckoo.
It is nor profitable to consider this
fifth fiction in terms of Fowks’s earlier

four. Always a” experimenter, he seems
to have shifted from the novel and the
romance to the anatomy, with elemenu
of the confession, vehicles more receptive lo the discussion and analysis of the
ivriter’s interests and ideas.
The coUoquium, characteristic of the
anatomy, is here moved fmm the cauntry house or bohendan cafe of such
masters of thii form as Peacock and
Aldoos Huxley to a locale more suited to
out decades, a mental hospital
dominated by a neumlogist, or, of
course, the mind of Ihe pmtagonist
/noveUa. Ideas, represented by mouthpkces with names obvious enough Lo
horder on the alk!gmical.occupy the
staged dialogues of the four parts. The
topics of the discussions are familiar
enough: being, identity, fm_om, the
relationship between the artist and the
muse. The kagthy dialogue on lhe novel
as a form fits neatly into Northrop
Frye’s identifutio” of the “Menippean
Satire,” with its “inlellectoal fancy,”
“maddened pedantry,” “ovenvhelming” its “targets with a” avalanche of
their own jargon.” As Miles says:
“Serious modem fiition has only one
sub&r, the difficulty of writing serious
modem fEtion. . . . Our one priority
now is mode of diimurse, function of
diium?,
status of diseoum?.” Tile
conversation touches on absurdisn~.
multiple endings. the novel as “&lexive” rather .than “reflective.” modernism, postmodcmism, structuralism,
deconstructionalism,
hermeneutics,
d&is,
etc., with a” impressive flurry
of namedropping.
For some readers this tonguein-cheek
material, combined with anachronistic
references, novelktic voyeurism, low
bwlesque, hits at reviewers and the
statuutory “boring bed scenes,” till be
quite entertaining. I quite enjoyed the
book, bw the” 1 have an avid interest in
novelists on the novel that makesme put
up with a great deal of chatter, even
when it is neither new nor original.
Besides, Fowles has neatly undercot
criticism of tnitling and l&y by his
footnote. albeit delayed until nine pager
from the end, explaining tie tide: “An
addition of comparatively small importance, especially to a literary effort or
diicourse” (word Engtish Dictiomzty).
‘Olher readers, however, may be quite
initated by the games, the references to
Fowks’s own books, the self-conscious
coyness and cotmess. They may not, as
Collins’s publicity suggests, fiid ali this
“dimming,” but just another eaan~ple
of Fowl&s increasing self-indulgence.
There may be those who may not, to
quote Collins again, Wish to dismvs
whaf goes on in the ndnd of John
Fowks” or Miles Green. The anatomy
has “eyer been a form that attracts or

satisfies a larjp readiig public. Perhaps
the Bo-okof-the-Month Club v/as wise
to offer Afaruirso not as a “Choice” but
as an “Alternate.” q
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Going Through lhe Motions, by
Catherine Govier, McClelland &
Stewart. 232 pages, $16.95 doth (MN
0 7710 3416 4).
K.~.mEnlNEGovma has chosen atI apt
title for thii novel about 30-year-old
Joan Sincere, a trained ballet dancer
turned stripper who ls determined to live
life by her own roles. As the narrator

points out, however, her roles prove far
more rigid than my she has I& behind.
During the novel’s threemonth time
frame Joan confronts her past (wifhoul
benetit of therapy) and frees herself
from the forces that have spiralled her
into a self-destructive, life-deny@ pattern of existeoce.
The action of the novel begins when
Joan, while performing at a Toronto
strip joint, is aogezed by a customer who
invades her stage. She delivers him a
swift high kick to the chin, which results
in her arrest on a charge of assault.
This confrontation sets off a ripple of
subsequent confrontations iu which hw
past collides with her present. With
classic resistawe she prefers to recall
passively her past, using her intellect to
bury her emotioos. Naturally, she loses
her temper when a fortune-teller dwells
on her past. “I know my past,” Joan
reminded herself. “I’m not going to fall
for his telling me what I already know.”
But the fast is Joan doesn’t know.
“You know what you need?” the fortone teller asks. “You need a therapist.
Go see a psychUrist, a woman. Tell her
you want to learn how to have a mlationship so that you don’t have to be
either the queen or the slave.”
It’s good advice, which Joan immed-

iately rejects. But her father’s sudden
death and a brutal confrontation with a
former lover fmm Bogland caose her
finally to break with the demons of the
past. Theo she can start to tmst others
again, reassured by the new knowledge
that oneman isn’t all men.
Psychologically, the novel is sound,
and the plot is stroog and well developed. But structurally the novel has
weaknesses. Essentially, it is Joan’s
story, and as such it concentrates too
much on daily events gnd insights into
the life and character of David, ha current lover. The novel would have b#n
better served had tbe point of view re
mabtcd exck~sivelywith Joan, if we had
perceived David tbmogb her growing
awareness.
The narrator, particularly for a psychological novel, is too knowing. fre
quently interjecting comments that
would be better left unsdd. During an
early exchabge between Joan and David,
the narrator comments on a remark of
David’s by pointing out, “That’s how
dumb he was. He couldn’t belleve she
was truly interested in what he’d been
saylog.” Joao could have said that.
Joan’s friend might have said it. The
reader might have thought it, or even
David, at some later point, might have

This estraordhmrybook is the story of the 18 months spent by the
author hunting and travelling with the Beaver Indians of Northeastern
British Columbia.
“This book is a rare combination, a work of intellect and love.”
i
- The Globe. and Mail
“A wonderful book, as unique and quietly successful as the way of life
it describes.”
- Ma&an’s
$6.95
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Hugh Erody’s earlier work focused on the Inuit and their changing way
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thought it. But it’s certahtly not the type

of bumsion readers appre&tc from a
narrator.
The novel’s diction is also pmblemmatic, espeeiaUy in the case of Joan.

thi g&e: (It is hilled on the dust jacket
as “A Novel of the Near Future,” a subtle distinction from science Kction; such

Gmnted, she’sa complex character -

it is Gemed desirable to *t&wend

a

stripper who Listens to classical music,
who pops vitamins rather than banquillizers. who is fascinated by the
metaphorical
implications of the
paramoecium. And granted, as the
fortonsteller warns her, she is out of
focus. But still, it is unlikely that her dietion, both in dialogue and in thought,
should be stylistically so inconsistent.
Sintilarly, the imagery, though moving
and powerful, is not always con&tent
with the character whore feellti it is intended to convey.
Govier has the talent and the vision to
be a fm novelist, but she needs to
sharpen her technique ln order to master
control over her material. 0

Miodblllcr, by Spider Robinson,
Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 278 pages,
919.95 cloth (ISBN 0 03 059018 3).
5t”r$de, by Pauline Gedge, Maomillan, 341 pages. 519.95 cloth (ISBN 0
7715 97214).

P-J

I” tlds novel St.mctUre is “early
everything. It is wittm in chapters that
altemate’between Halifax, 1994-95, and
New York City, 1999. The Halifax
chptels tell the story, i” the thll person, of Norman Kent, a 30-year-old
Bnglish professor whose wife has left
him, whose sister mysteriously disap
pears, and who Is a prime suicidal candidate. The New York chapters are told
in the fust person by Joe., a virtuoso cat.
burglar, who stumbles into the high-rise
~pamne”l of Karen, another suicidal
pmspe*; Karen is engaged in “wireheading” at the time - she is plugged
into the house current through a surgically implanted jack in the crown of her
skull. This ls, Robinson offers us, a”
extrapolation of the tendency of some
people to seek thrills at all costs; the
science behind it is based on the mperiments by Olds and Miier at McGill in
the 1950s. They s@rted the whole thing
by poking electrodes into rat brains and
making the mwary rodents so bllssfidly
happy that they neglectedto eat.
Joe ss.ves Karen’s life by unplugging
her.
The New York sequencesfocus on
their peculiar relationship and its
development. The Halifax chapters
alternate with their story, and both tals
ultimately blend into o”e. WIthout this
structural technique, Robinson wouldn’t
have much to work with, since only the
mystery of what they have in cononon
propels th,e reader forward.
Robinson has the stuff for a good
science f=tional thriller here, hut the
novel doesn’t quite make it. Mind control and mindwiping have been fodder
for spy thrillers for the past 40 years.
perhaps reaching a peak in l71e Man-

THEnvo NOVELS
at hand, both written
by Canadian residents in their mid-3Os,
chwian Candidate. And the iocial and
serve as interesting guides to the paratechnical background that could pmmeters sod potential of the scie.ncs ficduce “wkcheadlng” lo so short a time
tion and fantasy genres. One is distinctly
isn’t really made very credible.
science fiition; the other unquestionably
What Robinson starts off with and
fantasy. Neither, unfortunately, fully
what he ends up with are quite dlffe&t
utilizes the potential of its genre..
things. Beginning with characters with
Spider Robinson is a Canadian landed
pmhlans and complex lives, he ends up
itigrant
Uvi”gin Halifax. He has been
with a James Bond set of caricatures and
prominent in the SF genre for years, and
situations: the feure who can “control
has garnered some of the field’s most
the world” a”d \\a0 lives mysteriously in
popular awards. MindkiUer, set in both
isolation (Dr. No? CaptainNenm?), and
Halifax and New York. appears to he
the loner and his gal who confront and
Robinson’s attunpt to bridge the gap
either overthrow him or join in his conbetween genre SP and The Mainstream
spiracy. If one more cbsmcter had coinThriller With Touches of the Wntastic . cldcntally made en appearin’tbe
(i la The Andromeda Strain, l%e Boys
foal chapter, we might have had
Ram Brazil, some Lawrence Sanders
Comedy.
novels, etc). It will be, I’m sure.
On the plus side, there are some fun

a”d interesting thinas: the extrapolation
of our violent and computerized world is
always intrigoing; the Maritimer lo&
should he special fun for tidents; and
forwera”SPreaderstbereareeve”tw0
in-jokes. One is a reference to rem-G
dancing: “Why hasn’t anyo”e thought
of it before?” (Robinson wrote a novel
about it a few years back.) The other is a
mention of the incumbent president,
who has “no idea that he is owned and
operated by a mathematician fmm
Butler MPisouri” - a tIuowaway
refer&e to Robinson’s muse, Robert
Heinlein, who hails from Butler,
Missouri.)
But what we end up with is pretty
much kiddy-stuff (“We wiUprevailI” is
the second last sentence.) What pro”%
edtobe-a”dmighthavebscnheavyweight speculative fiction &vindles
to a lightweight confectlo”.
SP posits a background that purports
to be a” extrapolation of someulingwe
know end to which we can relate.
Slargute is another kettle of fantastic
fish entirely. Pauline Gedge, the dust
jacket informs us, was born in New
Zealand, lived for a while io England.
and is “ow &dent in Edgerton, Alta.
Ha previous two books were “historical
novels”: the present one is her fmt entry
into the fantasy gore.
If Robinson’s intentions were to write
a fun, futurirtic tbrlller, Gedge has tried
to write something mystic and serious. It
is as though she wanted to write a” alternative to tbc Eden myth. The degree to
which she succeeds is the degree to which
one cm tolerate the po”demos storyand
the lack of real human motivation in any
of the characters.
The’novel taker place ‘%I the earliest
years Of the history of the uoiverse,”
when the “so”-Iords have fallen. sw
combing to the hue of forbidden
knowledge,” and the “Gates” connwz
ting their worlds to the rest of the
coso~os are sealed off. The blurb
elaborates: “Their innocence lost,
civilization hopelessly corrupted, the
immortal sun people sre condemned to
languish with their subjats in 811eternity of solitude. . . . ” (Sound familia?)
There are four worlds, a” aquatic
planet, a cUffdwell& winged race,
“a”wd Uke Dan% Ixel. Shol, Ghaku.
things called cotions, and ueahues
“whose 1~
recognize both air +nd
water.”
But what is the point of the fantasy?
‘If it is to be parable (or even allegory) a natural thought with temts like Worldmaker, Unmaker, Gate., Lavmt&er, the
Timbforest, Messenger, Trader, and
The Book as mainstays of the narrative
- it should he coariderably shorter.
Eve” Ayn Rand’s Anthenr, plodding as
it is, mains mercifully shoti.

.

If fantasy Is to create a world of its
own, and .x&t by a set of fantastic laws
of its ovm fas I” Tolklen’s world). then
vx mast &II be interested in the
characters and their Lives.Exotic settings
and terminology are not “early enough.
There is no emotional involvement betrez” reader and characters. There is no
hunmu passIon - no m”sio”. The very
things that enlivened Oedge’s previous
fiction arc curiously absent here. The
wiring itself has a certain elegance and
stateliness to it, bat the story and in&
dents do not hold a reader on any signifiwnt intellectual or emotional level.
Robinson’s SF, Light BP It IS. has
flashes of tension, involvement, and is
somewhat fan. Gedge’s fantw left “XC
cold, mondeting why it had been wrlttm
and rvho would be reading it. 0
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Famous Players, by Greg Hollingshead, Coach House Press, 152
pages, $7.50paper(ISBN0889102317).
MY

FIRST AITE~IPT

to read a

story by

Hollingshead reminded me of
those few unfortunate gatherings I’ve
attended v:here otherwise intelligent
people smol:e too much dope and end
up trying to astound one another with
the nuances of nothing. I generally flee
those affairs. bu did pursue Famow
Platers, and am g\ ad I did. This cob
tion is made ad of uniformly wellcrafted sentences applied to jokes and
insights of every possible worth. Some
are mar.~eUous. and some are so silly
that I suspect the author has slipped
them in just to make us realize that his
art doesn’t come too easily. Master
magicians, I am told, make mistakes at
Greg

.~~~~~~~~

“Life with the Prime Mititer,” the
ooenlne stotv. set me off on the sour
footing: It i; hmll for too long, a”d it
isn’t until the final paragmph that HolIingshead gives evea a vague hint that

ty in ensuing stories. “The Piime
Minister has been to see me on a number
of occasions. He plumps nty pillow and
talks, when he’s not joking with the
nurses, about his new life.: I can’t
._

will.”
That, of course, isn’t much to reammend thll volume, but it does improve,
if gradually at first. The second story,
“Tuktoyaktuk,” is a lot less snobbish,
and Is at least closet to being funny.
What me we to make of a ma” whose
typist is a dog with a finger muzzle.7The
ma” has bee” out of work for years and
fbmlly lands a job teaching geology at
the famous TUK-U. He knows nothing
about geology, but TUK-U is simply a
direction in which he must suffer ln
order to find himself. With the help of a
mysterious beautiful librarian, he
discovers that he Is really Eccles
Larousse, the country’s foremost
authority on E.J. Pratt, and that he has
been suffering from amnesia since being
hit by a bus four years earlier. A punch
in the head ‘from a huae ma” wearbm
rubber feet may or m& not have ha;
somethine to do with hi suddeninsiaht.
Eventually Larousse and his t&St
return to the East and his old post.
where is no forglvenas for an author
who puts rubber paws on a dog for “the
paws that refreshes” by way of a finale.
Just when I was tmpted to take out a
contract on Holli”gshead, he delivered
“IGA Days,” which combines some
genuine humour with enough wellhandled sadness to create a masterpiece
of the bittersweet. A young man thinks
back on a sextualidyll he shwed with two
women in a flat above a grocery store.
By the end of the story it is obvious that
HolUngshead u”dersta”ds some of the
most intricate manoeuvres of the human
heart.
“Last Days” is a” eaatnple of Ho111
btgshead at his best. It Is theimaginative
first-person story of a young tubercular
giant who leaves Ireland and parses
through several freak shows and gallons
of gh~ on his way to London. There he
hones to be sttiooed of his flesh by a
famous surgeon’& exalted into a &irplay skeleton. No wish is too grandiose
in this best of all possible ISth-century
worlds. “My soul Is a ghoul’s darling
noti,” he says, and sits in London as a”
impressive exhibit to thii day unless he
was destroyed in the Blitz. He uu1’1
quite remember.
Hollingshead is brilliant 0” loneliness.
Hi most moving characters am those
who are tbmw” l&k on their own unotional reromws after having experienced
a bunt of fitltilment. Maybe the only
joy they’ve known is a life-size puppet,
sin “Red Muffins,” but even that carries a penalty.

The one story in this collectio” that
puts a female in the leading role is “My
Jogger.” An asing beauty picks up a
wasted bum whd is wearing the IM“ants of a jogging suit. She cleans him
up, buys him new clothes and provides
him with love and secmity. She asks
only the most rudimentary love in
return. This story is a,perfect takeoff on
a fantasy most people must have had at
least once: s‘What would happen if tbls
lost character wem cleaned up and given
a second chance?” Hollingshead’s
scenario is probably the most original of
ahugelot.
Though Fmnour P/czyws is a wildly
mmven collection, the successful stories
outnumber the failures. That makes lhis
a worthwhile book, I look forward to a
season when some tough editor gathers
up HoUingshead’s stories, throws out
the self-indulgent slapstick and presents
e order of The Best 01
That will be a”
event. 0
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Signittg Ott: The Blrtb of Radio In
Cmnda, by BiU McNeil a”d Morris

Wolfe, Doubleday, illustrated, 303
pages. $29.95 cloth (ISBN 0 385 177429)
and $19.95 paper (ISBN 0 385 18379 8).
‘MISIS A NoIiTALoIC.colourful, floppy,
sloppy, teddy bear of a book. Its I25
interviews with radio pioneers and 400
accompanying ilhxttations swung me.
giddily frmn delight to objection to
boredom. I” B sentence, like most oralpictorial histories it dispenses faulty
memories along with tellbtg anecdotes,
and tedious minutiae along with signifcant detail.
1 have the feeling that editors McNeil
and Wolfe, both of whom know their
way around broadcasting, ear4 became
snarled in a” intractable framework for
the bounteous material anergi”g froth
their research. On the o”e hand geographlcal, on another chronolo.gical, on a
third thematic - and so on, like Siva the book’s schemata ends up more akin
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to a game of fish than an outline of
history. And one of the penalties of thii
random (if frequently
entertaining)
approach is the omission of much with a
claim an our attention and the inclusion
of P good deal of dnxs.
Geogrcpblcally. for excmple, Ontario
and Quebec arc lumped together; or
rather Quebec is lumped with Ontario.
for there crc only three Quebec contributors to I7 from Ontario. and indeed
they arc the only three fnmcophones
appearing in the entire text, which purports to give us the story of public
bmadccstlng. interalia, from the CNR’s
early network to the arrlti
of CBC
television. Tabemac’l
The editors quite rightly correct the
oversight of earlier historians who have
generally failed to gIvc due place to
private broadcasters, cad it is pleasant
for an old salt like me to meet coworkers I have known little or nothing
of. I judge it v.iII be equally engaging for
anyone with the slightest interest in our
past, and most informative for the growing number of young people who wish 10
discorcr it. We are, a halfsentory latex, .
in the year of the Applebcum-Hebert
rcpon. But precisely for those reasons I
wish the editors had assembled Signing
On with c sharper eye for mistakes. both
their contributors’ and their own.
Names are misspelt. Esse Ljungh @ahaps the second most important of our
then radio directors) appears throughout
8s Llungh. The distinguished Canadian
actress Catherine
Proctor
becomes
Katherine, surely an error in transci’iption from Jane Msllett’s tape, since she
knew Proctor wvell. And so on. Then
thcrc are the failures of research: a
photograph of the old Court of Opinions show includes “an unidentified
guest,” who is clearly the w&known
dancer Willy Blok Hsnson. A caption
for Citizen’s Forum fails to mention the
progmm’s most notable acbIc.vement:
that it had the largest orgcnizcd Listiing
audience in the vmrld. Many of the
interesting facsimiles of old newspaper
columns and pmmotional material go
undated: one is left to guess or infer
from contest. And the index omits many
persons and subjects mentioned in’tbe
narrative. Sloppy.
Nonetheless, in their carefree way
McNeil and Wolfe have given us a vivid
pictuw of the way things war.. Their
scmplcr come from wide and varied
sources, covering performers.
producers. directors, teclmlciaos, mtrcprcncors, journalists.
publicists, and
(their words) “ordinary Listeners.” And
while the material is wildly uneven some comes from autobiographies or
essays, some from verbal ramblings there is enough anecdotal riches%.,
gussicd up with quaint visuals to offset

‘the essentially unvisoal subject,
to
justify tbls half-a-loaf sort of publia
tlon.
My favoorlte anecdote comes from
Harry Boyle, talking about radii in the
~l;‘ZOS:
Shortly afterthat there was c prlesl In
Stratford who wcs making radios. Tbcy
wcrc beautiful things of msewaxodwith
four Icgs that stood on the fIoor. Fctba
bought one and it worked just fine
exceptthat you had to be perfccdy still
in tbc mom when you got it going. If
you disturbed it at all, it would stop.
Then you’d have to send for-the priest
and he’d ecme and tiddlc around.
That’s clearly what Applcbaum
and
H&bat should have done in 1982: send
for that priest. 0
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edited by GIM. story. W.J.
J.D.A.
Widdowson.
University
of
Toronto Pnws, 625 &es, 845.00-cloth
(ISBN 0 8020 5570 2).
cmim AUTHOR.” wrote Dr.
Johnson in the preface to bls famous
dictionary, “may aspire to praise; the
lexicographer can only hope to escape
reproach. . . .” Such was the task of
James Murray. the chief editor of the
estimable Oflord English Dictionaw,
that, although he spent 36 years on the
project, be never did “live to see
zymotic,” as his friends put it in wishing
him editorial longevity. The remarkable
public quarrel between Nabokov tid
Edmund Wilson was at many stagesa
pitting
of Webster’s International
against ihe OEDz “When told I am a
bad poet,” wrote Nabokov, “I smile.
But when told I am a poor scholar, I
retch for my heaviest dictionary.” Upon
rccelving an abridgement of Johnson’s
dictionary as a “graduation”
gift at
Mrs. Pinkerton’s academy, Thackeray’s
Becky Sharp flings it contemptuously
out a carriage window. remarkinr. “So
much for The’ Dixon&
and-ihank
Oo$ I’m out of CbIswlck.”
“FNERY

Oh yea, ‘tIs c parlous life for lexico“Harmless
drudges,”
graphers.
Johnson called them. But one Is nonetheless queasy when such fellows are set
loox on Y’se the B’y.” What was it
that Hog@ mother said to Walter Scott
about ballcd coIlec@gP “They were
made for sin&
cn! no for radii’, but
ye hae bmken the charm oow ‘an’ they’8
never be sung malr.” One feels a certain
no&lgia, anyway, for simpler Limes. on
first lcamlng that Canada’s preeminent
scholsrly press hcs brought out a 845.00
lexicon - “on historiccl principles,” no
less (after the manner of the OED) - of
what is csscnlialIy a prc-litcratc argot.
Neverthelas, the result is oRen lively.
The historical approach glva the DIE
tionary of Newfoundland English
@NE) flesh and bones, for its meat lies
in the usage examples. The defioition of
lonesome. for instance, “Apprcbeoslve,
fearful. beocusc alone,” telIs us much
less than does a poignant osage having
to do with a drowning:
His mother made him fake the stuff
what belonged to the boat and bring it
up on dw sublc IoR, baacsc she was
lonesome, see. to hcve it In the hoc%.
By itself, the dcftition suggests &nortext, the word thr&taklng&
its own
integrity.
The DNE maker clear that behind it
arc a people who bargcla daily agclnst
the deaf and blind vagariu of the sea.
geography, and the elements. There is,
for example, an entire sub-glossary for
ice and ice conditions,
my own
favourltes running to slob, a “slushy
densely packed mass of ice fragments”
(hence, slobby), ballimtter, not only
mrmw badds or fringes of ice, but also
“frozen moisture around the nose and
mouth,” and tbe lethal and beautiful
glitter - ice deposited by f&z@ rain
(usuclly, it seems, at sea).
It seems that many days are gmm (a
Humpty-Dumptylsm
for “overcast”) in
fBh-and-fog-land (“jocular name for
Newfoundland”),
when north is down
and south is up, and the food is basic.
hearty, and vividly colloquialipd:
one
dinu oo heavy meat puddings likefw
drcff and ban&t?l~ brewis (hardtack
soaked overnight in water and served
with pork or cod - we note in pass@
that one can have CIhead like II brew&bug): stiff libations like callibogus.
spruce beer, that is (“made from the
boughs and buds of the black spru&).
mixed with other Liquor. and molcsses
(reoipe included).
A sunker can be either a submerged
(and therefore dangerous) mck. or “a
dumpling in a bowl of soup.” Witb
scrunchings,“bits of animal fat or fish
liver, up. after its oil hcs been rmdcred
out,” one is reminded of a kosher
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cousin, both onomatopoetically
and
denotatively,
the Yiddish gribbembs
(the bits left over after rendering chicken
fat). After a groaning (“childbirth”)
one server - what else? - groaning
cake. And a spot of Red Rose without
more makes, naturauy, a bare-legged
cup of lea.
Diwrtio~ as all of this is, the DIVE is
not likely to wbt new ptupottettts for the
seal hunt. If anything, it dutifully cotttributes a dark irony to the debate. It
makes clear. on the one hand, that Newfoundlanders
have catalogued
the
appearance, development. and biology
of the animal in minutely appreciative
detoiil; but on the other hand. each of
the ttunerotts sealing entries wafts gore.
Under the inspired bedlamer (to take ao
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example th&
I emphasize, is no1
atypical), which slgttifieJ one feeling his
oats, be he seal or human, one finds this
attttotation from 1867:
Young Labrador seals, which set up a
dismal cry when they caaao~ racape
their parsaws - and go madly after
each other in the sea.

Indeed. it appears that all popular zooIogy in Newfoundland
is informed
primarily by.the exlgettcies of commerce.
While the Dh’E is expensive, it is
beautifully bound and jacketed. In typesetting it, always an Herculean task with
dictionaries, U of T has nicely managed
not to cross our eyes while givittg us
portability. Nonetheless, it most be said
that logophiles, although mindful of Dr.
Johnson’s plaint; might have appre-

“A learned, lucid,
powerful book. It
speaks with a particular and moving
urgen

I_~

to the

issuesz. culgaiti-

ciated at least an educated guess as to
how blow the mast came to be
“betray.” And why on earth does one
go cut in his yard and discharge a
shotgun as a Christmas pudding is lifted
from its pot (blow the pudding)‘) How
symgogue ever got to be “a scaler’s
bunk or berth” is likewise curious,
although glo~flI is clear enough (“lively show of religious enthusiasm”), and
the annotations under Weskym give it
the unmistakable riog of a somerimes
fightin’ word:
A \Vcsleyan kettle . . like the old,
Wesleyan churchmen, heats up quickly
and cools off rather quickly. . . . lie
can’t dance. he has a Wesleyan 1~ (said
of one who drags one foot in squaredancing. . .)

KICIUNGAGAINSTTHE
JQHN METCALF
A devastating expose of the ignorance
and back-bitin~charactnistic
of the bookre+ving
and livtary comtnpnity
in
a. 0uwa~ous.
cutting. and informed
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Train

Story of the Huntsville & Lake of Bays Railway and
Navigation Companies.
59.95
Superb photos, 8x11 softbound
Narrow GaUG@ For’US
History of the Toronto & Nlpissing
Railway, a Canadian line that war the
first narrow gauge railway in North
America. 8x11, hardbound.
$24.95
mnm
Main Slreet. Erin. Ontario NOB ITO

elephone: (519) 833-2407
FOttOURCOMPLETE BROCHURE

Marketing Setvices, Dept. BIG
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell St., Tomnto, Canada M5S ZSI
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Finally, how on earth did an entry for
bridge, which Prof. Story gava us in an
essay in 1965 as ‘*a porch.” inflate into
the scarcely recognizable “small, uncovered platform at the door of a house to
which the steps lead . . .“?
Oh well. Acadsmicized or aot, the
DNE is by any ac-munt a wonderful
addition to Cauadiaua. And wa may be
grateful that nothing in it appmaches
the inflationary likes of old Dr. Johnson
on cowh:
A convulsionof lhe luw. vdliuted bv
’
some sharpserosity. Iii;pmnounc&
coff.
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Ey GEORGE GALT

Radical ‘Eodes: The Cosservattve
Tmdition in Canada, by Charles Taylor,
House of Anansi, 231 page.% $19.95
cloth (ISBN 0 88784 096 5).

IF WE NO 1Ongarknow What Canadian
Liberals believe, v/a do know who they
are. They arc the people appointed to
federal boards and commissions, who
run crown corporations, control the
Senate, and sit in the federal cabinet.
Most of us remember IIO otha power
elite in Ottawa. Diifcnbaker’s shortlived government had tbe political savvy
of an evangelical picnic. Joe Clark ran
out of gas while he was starting his
engine. OttawaLiberals may be arrogant
and opportunistic, but they ate saldom
ridiculous.
Diefcnbaker and Clark. as Charles

as a parsonal odyssey in search of

political roots. Not a bad litvary device.
the questing persona, but I wish he
hadn’t tried so hard to pass himself off
as a political airhead agog at all the great
thinkers he intewicws. “My head was
reeling. Neither my mind nor my emotions could take any mora,” he remarks
after a diicussion with the historian
W.L. Morton, who may never before
have been accused of climbing vardginous in&llectual heights. Taylor, an
accomplished
writer and astute
observer. didn’t need tbii diingcnuous
mask to pull us along with hi. His
livaly prose does that easily.
Hating turned us away from our
British roots, and more generally away
from an identification with the past, the
Grits have pushed us toward the North
American future, contincntalism,
matexial progress, and a bland statism.
Taylor argues, after his mentor George
Grant, that the North American future
inevitably promises the stbammller of
American technology, that undiscerning
purveyor of deadly sameness. True
Tories, by kmtmst, defy the U.S. steam-

roller aad uphold the Canadian particularity. They take pride in regional differentiation, promote individuaJiim and
civil liberties, and side with organic
change ova compulsive technocratic
history making. They are not again.9
prorog~~ but oppose progress for its
Betinning with three early Tory
thinkers - Stephen Leacock aad the
minor litarati B.K. Saudwell and W.A.
Deacon - Taylor charts the evolution
of post-Confederation conservatism.
The dream of Canada as a leading force
within the British empire (Leacock fore
cast 100 million of us by the year 24lOO)

party allegiance, no one can seriously
believe our national politicJ will regain
moral vigowand intelliincc until the
Conservatives know who they are and
what their traditional position is.

Taylor ably demonstrates h his elegant

little book, ara not the most illuminating
recent exemplars of Canadian cousar-

vatism. Tory thought has lost the currency it once enjoyed in Canada because
it has been outmanocuwed and (through
years of effective patronage.) outbid by
the cunning of Mackenzie King and
Pierre Trudeau. Taylor resurrrcts the
Tory tradition, in his view as much a
philosophical as a political legacy. He
rescues it from the maladroit ch~tchcsof
its incumbant custodians, and recasts it
as an intelle+%My crediblealternative to
Trudeau Libsralkm and N’DPsocialism.
Wearing his c~nservativc bias on his
sleeve. Taylor shapes this investigation

Radical Tories includes interviews
with three conservative scholars Donald Craighton, W.L. Morton, and
George Grant - as well as two Tory
politicians, Robert Stantield and David
Cmmbie. Taylor sko visited with AI
Purdy and Eugene Forsey, neither of
whom have the slightest claim as co&ibutors to our intellectual tradition of
conservatism. Still. I won’t gains4 the
wisdom of those two choices. Purdy’a
profound sense of the part and farreaching grasp of the land do seem to
overlap with the comenative viewpoint
(though in another important way, as a
poet, Purdy is a restless convention
braalter and history maker, a slippery
fish out of school, a radical herring
among these red Tories). A wmstitutional expert who has survived so long
that his memory has become a national
data bank, Forsay too is bound to the
past, but he is really more a faded
socialist than a pink conservative.
Forsay’s career lacks an essential ingre
diant of Canadian Toryism: strong
misgivings about the U.S.
Creighton rages agahtst Americans,
agaiust Gets, and against French Canadians, not to mention blacks, illustrating
the maxim that good writers are often
repugnant people. Owrge Grant’s difficult anti-technology stance is admirably elucidated by Taylor. as is
Morton’s compassionate pluralism,
Stanfield’s thoughtful pragmatism, and
Cmmbie’s buoyant optimism.
The author views his rediscova+I
Tory&m as radical because it includes a
strong allegiance to social justice aud aa
squally strong contempt for the ma0
tionary solutions of net-conservatism.
Hi book offers hope precisely because it
identifies the traditional ideology of the
Conservative Party, lost for so long in
the Liberal dark. (Taylor oddly mntradiets himself when he defines the Tori=
as “the part9 of tradition, not the party
of ideology.“) Hope, yes; regardless of

We arc left with some troubling questions. How many Tories in Ottawa
represent this tradition, or even know

that we should at least defend our adintegrity against Amarican cncroacbment.~ That kind of rearguard
mentality may have seemed unpmgrassivc, stuffy, and parochial SOyears ago.
Today many think it offers our last
chance as a sovereign state.
tural

about it? How many Pmgressivc Conservatives, for example.. arc cunservationists, protecting the land against the
defacements of pmtitcering technology?
How many Tory MPs would defend our
architectural heritage against the frw
cnterpriw raidars who want to demolish
it for a fast buck? The answers to these
questibns would probably disturb
anyone who cares. Send this book to
your local Tory MP, and hope it’s not
too late for them, and us. q
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Tho Liltle &and: The Clsshe~Between
the Communisls and tbe PoIltlmd end
Leg”1 Eal”bIlshmenl in Canada.
197.3-1932. by L&a-Rose Bet&mm”,
Deneau Publishers, 247 pages, $21.95
cloth (ISBN 0 55879 071 6).
themselves on ha&g missed the 20th
century. Elsewhere termt and mass
murder were the hallmarks of the age,
but here at home we smugly believed in
our ox:” moderation and good intentions. Peace, order, and good government pretty well summed it up.
Recently, however, our beads have
come out of the ssmd, and Canadians
have had to face up to their own spotty
record on humao rights. Starting with
the Acadians and coming all the way up
to the present, the ruling elites of thii
country have been as repressive and
intolerant as they needed to be to keep
power in their own hands. Relative to
the world at large our sins have bee”
minor, but that hasn’t made the victims
feel any better.
Lita-Rose Betcherman, a labour arbitrator and human righte activist, seems
to have made a specialty of our intolerance. Her first book, The Swastikaand
the Maple Lqf. describes Fascist mow
menu in Canada in the 1930s. Tbls time
she presents the case of the _timm”olst
Party of Canada. “the Little bend” of
ideologues and idealists tlie authorities
systematically harassed, beat up. jailed.
and drove from the country in the early
years of the Depression.
The story of the CPC begins in a barn
outside Ciuelph. 01% in 192I. but
Betcherman picks it up in 1928 with the
arrival in Tomnto of * new police cblef,
General Denis Draper. An anticommunist zealot, Draper created hll
or” “Red Squad” of police goons to
intbnidrte the patty. One of the creeplet
minor characters in Cattadimt history
has to be Detective Sergeant Bill Nm’sey,
a cross between the Friendly Giant and
Attila the Hun. for whom drawing
blood wee as natural as breathing.
Meetings were broken up, halls
closed, party members beaten and
arrested on the thinnest pretext% I” one

instance, arrests were made on the
Cmc.rediblecharge of spealdng a fore&t
language. As Betcherman shorn in her
meticulous descriptions of the court
cases arising fmm these events, even the
most willing judge could not always
uphold the commie=bashers. It was,
atter all, not illegal to speak Yiddish in
Torotito, eveat if Chief Draper wished it
so. Neveztbeless, the police were &‘e” a
pretty free hand.
With tbe coming of the Depression the
possibilities of rabid anti=communism
were recognized by mayors and police
mfficials acrc~~ the country. In Vanco”Ver a pm&
march of lmemployed

was bmlten up by mounted policemen
swinging lead-tipped whips. In Winnipeg a Communist alderman was
expelled from city comtcll. During the
federal election campaign of 1930 Communist candidates were harassed and
beaten. Finally, foreign-born party
members simply begen to disappear,
spbited away at night attd deported
without proper hearings.
But as the Depresslo” deepened and
ununployment increased, eve” more
Draconian measures were believed
necessary to rid the country of its red
menace. At a meeting in the office of the
minister of justice in Ottawa in
February, 1931, law offmrs fmm across
the wuntry plotted agalnst the CPC. It
was decided to use the Ontario attorneygeneral as a stalking horse. Provided
with all the secret information the
RCMP had on the party, he was preswed to take action under the provisions
of the infamous Section 98 of the
Criminal Code. After several months
putting hll case together. the attorneygeneral orchestrated a police raid on
party headquarters in Toronto. Boxes of
records and documents were seized end
party leaders were arrested.
Betchenna” follows the triel of party
cblef Tim Buck and his colleagues in

to prove tha? the CPC was illegal
under the temts of Section 98; that is,
that it advocated force to bring about
political or economic chenge. On the
face of it this appeared a difficult case to
make, since there was no evidence that
any of the “little band” had orgenlzed
any acts of violence. Regardless, the
comts found against the R-&s, and Buck
and eewm others were sent to jail. The
party was effectively outlawed.
Betchemten’s interest Io these events
ls as a clvll libertarian, not a fellow
traveller. The Communists are the victims of her story, not the heroes. She has
Littleoatlence for their doctrinal dlsoutes
(“ho& of scatter-brained blah,” i one
patty dissident pot it). their servility tq
the Moscow Line, or their opportunism
in exploitbtg working people.

Indeed, the question that occurs to a
reader of her able history is: why dii
such en ineffective, fractious tioup of
radicals evoke such a violent response
from the autboritiee? By any nteawable
standard they were hardly worth the ef1fort. Membership in the party was small.
In elections Communist candidates
usually lost their depodts. When the
party called a general strike in Winnipeg
in 1930 only 37 people downed tools.
Thll obviously was not the makings of a
revolution.
Betchetman indicates a reason for the
excessive response to the Red menace..
Only a decade bad passed since %,OOO
workers had participated in the Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 and
thousands more had gone out in sympathy all over the country. The 1919
strike was still believed to have been a
revolutionary wnspiracy by Bolshevist
labour leaders. Political authorities end
the business elite in the 1930s feared a
repeat of these events if the CPC was
allowed to become a voice for the tens of
thousands of unemployed milling in the
streets of Canadian cities. As Betcherman explains, the “little band” was convicted as much for what it might do as
for anything it did.
The Little Band is an absorbllg book
that sounds a timely wembtg. In times of
political and economic crisis, the authorities will act ruthlessly, with little regard
for civil rights, to silence dissident points
of view. It happened in 1919 when
radical labour leaders were jailed. It
happened in 1931 when the CPC was
suppressed. It happened in October,
1970, when separatists in Quebec were
interned. And it will probably happen
agal”. 0
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That Old Gang of Mine, by Scott
Young, Fitzhenry & Wblteside, 231
pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88902705 6).
Only three months before a winter
Olympics in Moscow the Caimdian
Olympic hockey teem ls killed in an airplaoe crash. Eve” as the funeral airanga
ments are being handled by the minister
for sport and recreation, Myra Cope appropriate “ante - her as&ant, peter
Gordon, formulates a plan to recruit the
members of &. old high-school hockey
teant, which did win its league cbampionsbip. to make up the replacement
side.
Takes your breath away, doan’t it?
Ao old high-school side up against the
Russians in Moscow - that is if they get

__ _..: ___. _;.~__-_...~__~~_:._.~;~-c~

to the finals. having knocked off the
Czechs and the Wnns on the way. Well,
these arc our boys, so Young can be
excused for a little audacity, and he does
pull it off with remarkable skill.
Of course all the old am members
arc found. Some arc still playing
hockey; some arc and were very good.
some just good. Most are in terrible
shape, one a” alwholic. AU agree
immediately to leave wives and gidfriends, of course. to answer thdr co”“try’s calI. After all. in Canada this is
war. They are whipped into shape by
coach Farlcy Fitageraki. recently fired
by Boston for punching out a star forward. Naturally they learn to hate him,
to win synes to prove him wrong. AU
pan of the “laster plan.
Yes, Young pulls it off, by means of a
clever, foolproof combination of sportscolumnist narrative and characterization. n;ltio”al lore, and good oldfashioned sports suspense. And sex?
Well, yes, in a way, which ls a sheme
because this is essenrially a hockey book
for kids and the odd bedroom scene
can’t disguise the fact.
Young succeeds, and that’s the wonder of it. One does read on, lf only in
amazement. Bui. the”. isn’t that tbc
vmnder of hockey in Canada? No matter
how poor the play, how repetitive the
games, vw?ll turn up and watch - or at
least buy all the tickets. Teams in
Atlanta and Denver may have problems,
but not here. Hockey ls our fix. from a”
early age - and Young wouldn’t have it
- S,MONR”WE‘L
““y other way.
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Ey JOHN GODDARD

Georgin:A” Arctic Dinry, by
Georgia. Hurt& I92 pages. 514.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88830 225 8).
Inuic: The North in Transition, by UUi
Stcltzer, Douglas B McInlyrc, illustrated, 216 pages, 529.95 cloth (ISBN
0 SGS94359S).
EVENAN OLD hand like Georgia finds
herself waxing romantic wmetimes in
assessing her Inuit frimds, as she confesses “car the end of her book,
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Geor&: An Arcrie Diary. A geologist
from Yellowk”ife has arrived in Igloolik, a” Inuit settlement of 750 people on
a small island off the northeast extrwnity
of the North Antcrican mainland. He instructs Inuit hunters on how to stake
mineral claims, and is adamant they take
maps along to mark the finds. Georgia is
silently furious. “These people have
“taps in their heads,” she says under her
breath. The” she catches herself. “I reallzed I was thinking of Inuit as noble
savages instead of normal human beings
with faults and virtues. What I was co”sidering to be inborn superiority is the
result of training.”
Normal human beings with faults and
virtues are what she describes everywhere else in the book, written in the
form of a on&year diary but actually 8”
amaw
of 12 years of daily events in
Igloolit and Repulse Bay, a settlcme”t
350 kllometrcs south at the base of
Melville Peninsula. Georgia is a 54-ycarold, American-born woman who moved
from California to Alaska in 1964, the”
to Repulse Bay in I970 to take up odd
.jobs and evcnt”aUy Canadian citizenship, dropping her surname years after
surnames were imposed on the Inuit.
She bega” writing as a hobby, .then in
1979 started selling short, exquisite
articles on life around ha 10 the Globe
and Mail. Her columns still appear
regularly in the Saturday edition.
Her neighbows are a sophisticated
people who chatter planes with the case
of a Montrcaler hailing a cab, and who
contemplate market& polar-bear gall
bladders to the Far East, where they arc
valued as a love potion. Sex, alcohol,
cold. toilets, tooth decay, and the pastel
landscape are all covered, all in the
general context of the Inuit’s stmgglc to
rcmn*le traditional ways with the invading culture from the south.
Traditional tastes are still a part of
local culare: “Sara enjoyed a raw [seal1
eye, eating the carefully peeled-off membranes first, then sucklingout the juices
through a “cat slice at the bottom of the
eyeball.” Yet with the return of the sun
after the dark winter, the school prlncipal plays the Beatles song, “Here
Corns the Sun:’ over the public address
system. One day. Georgia watches a
snowmobile race in which one mntestant rounds a marker “shouting cornmands to his ski-doo .as if it were his
team of dogs.”
The fault of the book is its fragmentation and occasional rcpctitiwncss. Then
is no narrative line to unite the vignettes
and pull the reader along. Georgia vwlts
annoyance with white wwcomcrs who.
unattuned to the Inult way, ask too
many questions. But she is acculturated
to the point of asklog herself too few.
The reader yearns for a more cohesive,
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judgemental vicwpoiat.
Looking at the cover of Imdt: The
North in Tmmition, with a fur-clad
Inuk poised with his gun at the floe
edge, one ls reminded of Georgia’sbitter
remark on itinerant photographers:
“For each photographer that leaves, the
next plane brings at least one rcplac+
ment. . . . Several Inuit keep caribou
clothing at the ready and make a good
Livingpc&g for photographers and taking ti
to the floe edge by dog team.”
Ulli Stellzcr took the cover photo at
Igloolik. hw first stop in a year of travel
across the Canadian Arctic. But a look
at the rut of the wllcctlon shows
St&x
to be unlike other photographers. She is Georgia’s kindred spirit ’
- at once an optimist snd * realist.
There are no pictures of black eyes from
drunken fights. snd no vague romantlclsm.
_
SWtzcr, born in Frankfurt, Germuly,
ernIerated to the United States in 1953.
and-settled in Vancouver in 1972. She
has the eye of a good photojournalist;
her photos arc vigorous and varied entirely in black and white. Excellent
captions, and excerpts fmm intu’vlews
o” almost all aspects of Inuit life, add
individuality and detail to her portrait of
a littlounderstood people living a tique life in the 20th century. 0
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By PETER JENSEN

Ticket to Hell Via Dieppe: From a
Prlooner’r Wattlme Log. I942-194% by
A. Robert Pmuse, Van Nostrand Reinhold (Fleet), illutratcd. 190 pages,
514.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7706 ROO93).
nia wzinw w0at.n \yARis a long time
ago now. The major histories have bee”
written. the most thrillbIg talcs set
down. Yet each year ne!v stori~ about
the war hit the book stores. No’longer
are they simply accounts of derring-do
or rehasbfngs of pivotal battles. There’s
a neHiinterest in the texture of that conflict reflected, for example, in the
popular CBC-TV series Home Firer.
Ticket to Hell is in that line. It’s based
on the wartime diics of a Canadian
s&Iii taken prisoner *t Dieppe. ItchbIg
to see action, like so many who’had
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in the winterof 193940,
Robert Prouse had jumped at the chance
to go along on a ‘%ttle manoe.uvre.”
Due to go to officers’ traitig school the
following week, he v,= srsured by his
commander that he wotdd be back in
England beFore breskfast the next moming. As Prouse ruefully notes, that pmmise proved unhappily hollow.
Almost from the moment he was
taken prisoner, Pmuse kept a daily
record of events and the people he met.
He managed to retain these jottings in
spite of hurried moves fmm one cams to
joined up

motkranddespitethekrmittent~ansackineof priponers’ bunkhouses by the

yards and Gestapo.
Prow has the ability to tell a story
straight. Before the war, he was a private
detective. In that line, be probably
picked up the habit of uniting simple,
declarative sentences. The style may not
be literary but be does convey specific
images and concrete detail.
In many respects, the detail has an
almost socioiogtcal bent to it. CktainIy,
Ticket to Hell is the sort of book you
would want to read if you were doing
research. Along with hi secreted diaries,
Pmuse came back with numerous
photographs, drawings, and other camp
memorabilia that more accurately illustrate POW life ibaa such Second World
War classics as The Wooden Horse or
The Cofdic Story. These BIT replete
nith British pluck and high adventure,
but they skip over the distasteful
minutiae. the small joys aad sexual longing, and the tedium. Such books are set
in camps reserved for offievs whose duty it wez to escape and who wre not rewired to work. Prouse was a corporal at
capture, and NCOs and other ranks,
whtle not duty-bound to try to escape,
had to wori~ If they retwd they were
liable to get a rifle butt in the head as en~m~ent.
Or a one-way trip to the
Prouse ‘does not paint himself the
hero. He is a man who can laugh at
himself. Take one of his escapes. He and
a friend had been assign& to workduty
outside the camp in a nearby plywood
factory. Watched over by a single guard,
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they seized the opportunity during the
night shia and slipped away. The &!kt
was moon&. They planned to hop the
slow-moving freight that passed their
camp nightly. but the freight sped by
and they were forced to make for the
marshaSing yards.
The clouds were heavy with rain’that
night end the mass of it soon drenched
them. Reaching the marshalli yards in
the light of morning. they were warned
of amuwchins Germans bv Yuaoslav
“da&’
work&. Jumping ihto a-c&car to avoid capture, they were disgusted
to find them&es star&g wast&leep
in slabs of animal fat. They remained
h&d up in this slimy shelter until the
train moved off and out of town.
Sodden and greasy, they considered
surrendering. but when they had dried
off atop a box-car in the warming noonday sq their spirits lifted. After all,
they were free. However, as the train
rounded a long curving bend ia the
track, they spotted the engineer looking
back along the train. Hastily they scurried into the hay-fined seclusion of the
box-car.
The t&slowed,
then stopped. The
box-car doors were slid back by a signalman who spoke directly to Prouse. Not
understanding much more than camp
German, he nodded and repliid “Ja.”
The signalman beamed and promptly
shut the doors. Immediately, Pnxwe’s
friend burst out laughing. “You’ve just
admitted we are the escaping prisoti,”
be said. His was the better German, for
soldiers were the next to opea the doors.
Tbii light tone and be&able detail
are the book’s stwagths. Through them,
you come to care for Prouse. He’s a
likable guy, resolute and resourceful.
You are with him when he pinches eggs
from a tavern-keeper or savors the
sweet taste of smuggled cigarettes while
in the “cooler.” a confinement imwsed
in part for painting up Christmad dolls
as graveyard Hitler%
Yet Tlcke to Hellhas its Saws. There
are too many “1”s in the telling, and the
“hdlish” aswcts of the camm don’t
come thmuih clearly. Life I& baw
been squalid and brutal, oftea harsh.
sometimer short, but overall there’s a
curious flatness to the book. Prouse’s
story has its inditidual moments, but
from the first you know things will turn
out ail right. We did win the war. Coma
went& the dramatic tension is iaevitably found in the personal, in the human
~nderstaading that be was able to inject
into his daily disttliations of POW life.
In this regard, the declarative sentence
isn’t up to the task.
Thue are small points in the end.
Ticket to Hell is a respectable effort
honestly told and, at bottom. Pmuse’s
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By MB. THOMPSON

The Spirit of Solitude: Convwtons
and Cmdtauittes tn Late ~omaace, by
Jay Macpherson, Yale University prrsr,
349 pages, $24.50 cloth (ISBN 0 300
02632 3).
ail mund’

AN ODD PxoD”crmN

this:

Most of it is 20 br 30 years old, being
Macpberson’s U of T dissertation begun
under Northrop Prye and f&hed under
Milton Wilson in the 1950s and early
’60s. It is erudite, disorganized, brilliant,
silly, helpful, useless, aud tbomugbly
idiosyncratic.
The scboiarship whea solid and,
Indeed, dazzling usually serves ends opaq”e to a reader, pellucid no doubt to Jay
Mdcphemon. Readers of her marvellous
poems will discern roots, correspo*-
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deaces, elucidations, hints, raw (and
cooked) material of every kind. and this
is perhaps the best way to view The
Spirit 4fSotitude.
CertainIy it is diflicult to take an
orthodox academic attitude to the book,
and it’s likely that Jay Macphenm does
not expect one to. She takes care to
disclaim any central thread, any thesis at
all in fact, content tu offer “a louse and
ramifyingcluster of imsges and strutturns” arising fmm the astonishing
wealth of her chosen material. “Late
Romaoce” in the sub-title, she tells us,
means “post-Mlltonlc,” her sources are
the “subjective mental world of reflectio” and dream” as well as a vast array
of European and North American
wlterr, sod her method avowedly a
match for her subject matter, “loose
and ramifying” too. If all of this
reminds us of someone. well, we’ve had
the aoswer already. The spectre of Frye
haunts hi disciple’s open sesame to the
portals of Victoria College, for better
and for worse, with its insistent reek of
Dr. Caraubon’s “Key to All MythoIogles” in George Eliot’s Middlemarch.
Wondrous as are many of the
passages aad insights lo The Spirit of
Solitude, one is left,
daring that up&sscholar&p dgarrtte, with the dasslc
query: so what? Good scholarship. they
drubbed loto me, has a “so what”; the
other Idnd doesn’t, which is fair enough
in an imperfect world, the kiod that Jay
Macpherson almost always writes about.
The book has all the sccoutreme”ts of
real scholarship: a preface, hv” Notes,
an “acknuvkdgements; four tags on
the frontjspjecepage (Aristotle, Bacon.
Burton. and Scbiller in German). 56
page3 of (interesting) notes to 265 of
text. a bibliography quaintly termed
here a “fmding list,” and hvo indices.
It’s hw on the German, Eoglisb, and
Preach, slenda on equeIly usable stuff
from, say. the Danish. Russian. or
Ital& li -would make -ad no doubt
does make sterling lecture notes, and is a
fine browser. Butdubiously a book.
Fcv readers, unless of Nortbmplao
amplitude, will be equal to 2% Spirit of
Solit~de’s full smpe. Rapture, iacomorehension. and outmae. however.
;everalIy l&k for a”y given reader, fa6
tioo, speeiallst, or lunatic. Much outrage
is likely to be elicited from the brief
edlomm, “The Swan Neck of the

Seton, Roberts, and Grey Chvl ax “for
the most - and worse - part highly
romantic and sentimental.”
Early on there’s a loo.8 and cmnky
(and loose a”d ramifying) essay on
Goethe’s Tawo, and a shorter one on
Die Leiden desjungen Werthers.Among
those who an also treated at some
length or other arc Shelley, Nen’al,
Huysmans, Wilde, Owe du Maurier,
and Bu1w.r Lyttoo, but really it would
be hard to fud a pmmlncnt postb4iltoalc name uunwntlaned. Now and
agal” Macpheno” operates oo the
recnrd-slewe or datltudinous level. 89 io
her appendix oiRoma”tic lieder &lee,
the two by Schubert, the Dkhterliebe,
and Mahler’s Lkder eines fafuendas
Gaellen. On Rousseau she’s fresh,
cogent, md lIlumlaatlng. And so it will
go: wet kctora tot swdentioner.
The abit sf Solitude ia a book to
pillage, not to wade thmuab. It concerns
itself,~looselyand rani;fyingly, with
myths of solitude and retribution tentred in the various lltemry presentations
of, above a& Narcissus and Cain.
Perhaps a more coherent and “ortho.
do? treawnt
would have been a
greater help to certain coostitucndes English
majors’
term-papers.
%cholars” sweati@ out another PMLA
entry in the Greasy Pole Handicap Plate
- but for the (very) educated common
reader there are pleasures to be found in
what we have. 0

Pratt. Birney, Patrick Anderson,
Ream% Calman, Lampman, et al.. and
featuring dlltisal of Ernest Thompson

GE0aOE AMABIut’Snv0 most recent
books of poetry, IdmsofShelter and the
presence offire, not only continue where
his fmt three books left off, but also
mntain many of thusa previously published poems: most of the poems in
Ideas ClfShelter are new. but almost half
of the presence of fire is made up of

Woc&,” 9 little rumination
on CWmdiml Nature as fgumd In. among others,

REVKW

the presence of flie, by George
Amabile, McClelland & Stewart. 112
pages, 99.95 paper (ISSN 0 7710 073 5).
Ideas of Shelter, by George Amabile,
Turnstone Prua, 100 pages. $7.00 paper
[ISBN 0 88801 054 0).

poems from earlier volumes. Both new
collcctioas show Amabile’s raaae and
development as a poet. They a” not
break new ground for the author or
show him experimentlagin other ways
with his craft, but they are marked by a
confident polish, thoughtfulness.
charm, coasistancy, and a rare “good
SCMC.”

AmabiIe uses techniques of style that
increasingly hard to get away with.
His poems am fidl of similes, abstract
are

iby. In the hands of su&.u”e less cuntidmt this mlkht’ be dllastrous. but
AmhUe’s poe.6 are saved by tb& wry
humour, sharpness, and a witlycynicism
about the world and the speaker’s place
in it. The voice is distinctly ruthless with
lng view

world. While the voice
and vocabularvare aentlc. the life inside
is moulded bi viol&t &p&.nces and
visions.
In “Machismo” (the presence
offire) he writes:

he&x
and wreckedchanceslay scatteredgaily
next to the mmta like o dark j&
This ws adult entertainment.

their p&pect& is largely natumiistic:
this could easily render the poems flat,
but through some grace or other
Amabile gives the telling of a lived life a
luminosily that captivates. He doer not
have to resort to tricks of style, abbrcviations, or astmmding revelations. It is
enough for him to write the poem dearly, plainly, and without affectation. The
result shows ao artist who is guided by
hi maturity aod illumined by his sensitivity to the violeoee of life. The calm
view he takes of a world not at all cornforting is expressed ia “Like a mef io
the Night” (the presence off%@ in a
manner typical of Amabile. The speaker
confronts himSelf aad his own life, trying to understand something too large
and vast to ever be fathomed fully:
I stand b&we the krcu, door
and@mbk for my key
Howlr of the da8 trackfade
UP cold windhhxw down/mm thestan
2 cumhear spray/mm thefmtuin
stmttertngon the tiles of the cowtymd
garden
I% trwetled for mlks in a borrowed
truck
and MW I’m stuck @IIa dark rbwt
in thisprtmordlal midnight.
The only times Amabile borders on
failure are wheo he f& hispowas with

aphorisms; maxims, and pithy generalizations. Many of these are witty and
sometimes disgustingly true, but once
the humour is worn off the magic of the

and when you can my
to the small buisknl voice
inride you which demands
why M you doing this
bemuse I’m not
doing anythiw eke
you will have stepped
01110lhe while threshold. /Mom
trembling b&-e
you like light
on the sea, which has no tmih
except for those we leave
dlrrolvlw behlnd us.

here is as illusory as “Iight on
the sea.” It seems real and beautiful,
snd in a wsy it is, but neither solid nor
reliable. Like “trails on the sea,” his
poems are demptive; you cannot always
be sure you have grasped what is there.
Amablle can be both ILLW
and cultured
at the same time, and reading these
books is both a delight and a relief.
There is an underlying humanity in the
narrator, who is willing to say it as he
sees it, wlthoul affectation or pasturing
(except when he is deliberately entertalning and bawdy), and who is not above
compmndsing himself. He writa with
intell&nce and wit. and ls always
thought-provoking. These arc the kinds
of books we can turn to when we want to
be minded of the gracefulness of our
faults. El
Freedom

rbat every hour

isyaw

own.

If they come to you in pain
kick them,
gin derperotion
.?fyoufeel bad. remember
nothing ir ymwfadt.
And Irhen love arrives
at lush be sure
rha: certain someone hyxmrsellI

While Amabile’s style is to a degree
confessional, it is confession with a dlfference. He gives us the narrator’s often
disinterested narration of himself, and
the “self” he creates ls prone to boasting
(as in “Part of a Letter” and “Tenderness”). There is B hint of the braggart’s
affectation in him (as in “Machismo”),
which also shows up ss a tendency to
self-heroism. But all thii is performed in
chamcter and with a style that keeps the
poems entert&dng. This ls true for
“Fable in One Cokwr” (Ideas of
Shehj, in which the protagonist runs LL
red light on purpose, gets stopped by a
policeman whom he danzs to shoot him
- which the cop proceeds to do. Says
the narrator: “what could I say?/1 let
my body fall into the snow.” The same
kind of black humour is found in
“Man010 Martinez” (the presence of
/ire). a poem about a bullfaht wherein
the drawing of blood is cheered. As the
bull succumbs, “Blood swells up from
the black hide./ The bull sinks to his
knees and the man steps frce./We stamp
and clap.”
The underlying force in both books
depends on the narrator’s -journey
through the evil in himself. In “Part of a
Letter” (Ideas of She/t@ he says:

Moodie and Ondaatje’s Collected Works qf Billy the Kid, I don’t
think we’ve got there yet, but each year
brings new contenders. These latest
attempts. all by major Canadian poets.
represent three different strate.Sies.
A large part of the art of the long
poem lies ln creatblg * context for
memorable statement. In this tour de
force poem-sequence,
Gwendolyn
Mac&en. in any case one of our least
predictable and c&go&able poets. has
acated such B context by assuming the
- on the surface unlikely - persona of
T.B. Lawrence. Whether by dipping into
accumulated knowledge or by reseatchll well into the facts of his life, she
writes with authority, ditidii her poem
into three sections, the fmt evoking his
home background, his siblings and the
early fantasies and fanaticisms that
helped form him; the second treating the
war in the desert, including the tortures
and atrocities he encountered; and the
third concerned with the aRermath both
of the war and of Lawrence’s very public
part in it, and also with the results of his
double fame. as hero and as writer.
The overall impression ls of B fascinatinsly real voice and behind it an
atmosphere that mingles fatalism,
cruelty, beauty, and nonchalance in the
str&htfor&d
chronological sequence
that enables the reader fully to participate ln such sentiments as “I was
happy, and any happiness seemed to be
an overdraft/on life,” BP well as to
appreciate the weight behind the .
penultimate poem. “Notes from the
dead land.” in which Lawrence’s death
in a motorcycle accklent is retold:
Summa

. . . I NYUgo@ back home
on my big bike, and I wsn’t doing mom
than s&& when lhb black van,
death mmd.

The TX. Lawrence Poems, by Gwendolyn MacEwe& Mosaic Press/Valley
Editions, 70 pages, $12.95 cloth (ISBN
0 88962 173 4) and 36.95 paper (ISBN
0 88962 172 1).
The Green PI&, by John Newlove.,
OoIichnn Books, unpaginated, $6.00
paper (ISBN 88982 047 3).
Gmdations of Gmndeur, by Ralph
Gustafaon, Sono Nis Press, 76 pages.
$5.95 paper (ISBN 0 919203 08 6).

nnz puw’r FOB the Great Canadian
Poem - a long poem of eoulae, soma
thii to compare with Williams’s Patw
son or I-Imt Crane’s The Bridge - is
almost as &s&w. as the more publidzed hunt fy the Great Canadian
No$
Dupite Atwood’s Joumak of

two bog on litde bikes were
biking nlanb, ami
something In my head, some brutal
mudc

Iwasalways wing

tw

fast for rhe
world...

though the amral texture of the
language and the verse movement is for
the most paa unremarkable, even .
casual, as with the collage technique in
painting, it is the careful juxtaposing
mid interweaving of’motifs, images, and
viewpoints through the sequence thst
establishesfor the readerthe o&inality
and the emotional logic behind’s hem
who. for all his clear deftition, nona
theless remains eccentric and adgmatic.
Newlove’s l7ze Green Plain is far
shorter (its 44 unnumbered pages - that
titating fad of some Canadian pubEven

lbhers - coatsin about 93 lhw) and far

more concentrated. Newlove is sprakiag
la what we have come tLlremgnlae a8 his
own voice and in the form of en
extended lyric. There are no breaks as
such withlo the poem, althou~b the
generous spacing - behveen one and 10
llnestoapagetithfaclogpag.%left
blank - empha&e stages aad force one

thyme. Consider the followh:
.Qnwd& - but IWW w w” go
mywhem and ware a.tMd
,- and talk Qfsmal1fmm lnrrcod oJ the
stms and au the pfac?S we go
sprnr k dWorted.
Reed this aloud aad you will see how
“spreading-afraid.”
“talk-small,”
“farms-stars,” “places-spaceis” chime,

to concentrate on the individual line,
eventhe individualword. ratherthan on
the verse paragraph or the poem as a
whole. Fortunately the texture can bear

and how these echoer, whleh could be
parallel&l at many points throughout
the poem, startlq with the four opex&
liner, mmblne with a superb sease of

poet of the auralstmctore of poetry. less
in terms of re@ar rhythm than of’
assonance, alliteration, or interllel

cadence to build up a meticulousness
that is part of ffewlove’s authorityas a
poet: we know we can trust him to say
no more, sod no less, than he means,
and there is nothing memly rhetorical.

such scrutiny, for Newlove seem6 more
aware perhapsthan any other Caoadlen

Which is why one is hard put to
discover the “aft3mation and c&bralion” that the blurb proclaims,not least
because of the at times savageirony:

The questloos that the poem poses such as “Is civilization/only Iack of
room, only/an ant-heap at last?” preclude easy answers, and although at
the end there is indeed a move toward
acceptence of “this only world” &e
twists adverb into adjective elsewhere, as
lo “Does this always world flow?” and
*%Ithis ever islandearth”), his visionof
the world “tlowtig through the climate
of intelligence/beautiful confusion look-

This controversial report will help to shape Canada’s future cultural
policies for years to come. It makes many thought-provoking recommendations for change in the major cultural Institutions of Canada
the CBC. the Canada Council, the CRTC. the National Arts Centrc..
etc. It also examines policy towards radio and television broadcasting, the performing and visual arts. film, sound recording. publishing, applied arts and herim&.
This report will cause a complete re-examination of Canada’s

tural life and Is indispensable read@ for anyone concerned
the arts and cultural industries in any way.

culwith

Telephone No.: (819) 997-2560

Telex 053-4296

(Please m&e cbeque or tnoney order payable
Genwal for Caada)

to tbe Receher

ing around” is to say the least ambivalent. Bat honest. John Newlove writes
with all his wits about him.
IwlshIcouldbeassureofwhatll&
behind the revised v&on of Ralph
ChMafson’s Gmdatiom of Gmndetu,
fti publishedin 1979 and dew reismed:
thereisabreathoftbelkeraryacademy
unbending. However, when an author
himself speaks of the rev&d version of
his poem as b*ng “perfected,” there ls
little left for the critic to do - except
perhaps dlsagme. A detailed cmnparlson
of the two teats is lnst~ctive. True,
hnprovements have been made, but they
are at least balanced, if not outweighed,
by other changes for the worse. If
commes have hem added, littlelcuown
words like “reavinp” or “occluded”
rephtced or omitted, and ambiitiea
removed (thus the “beaten broom doors
of Novgomd” are now “sculptored’,).
revision has far too often meant * toning
down or a decrease lo specificity. “The
stir& too much” of Auschwitz’s eorpsez
becomes “the load too much,” and the
outcome of war. “10,000 dead, u fetd/
crf tum&~~moved a mile” reappears as
“a bottndaty moved a mile,” while
apostrophes that were prevloasly tao
tllely “squarhed like e ripe accordion”
are now merely suppm~& In the pre
sent Wrsloa Plato cures not hls rrccups
but his whereabouts by sneuh@.
Nor is syntax always .well served.
&nor@ such poetic eircumlocutloas as
“she/of the cmse anolntiog Jesus’
feet,” what is oae to make of the follow-

clutter: “ml&y solacea inhere,
ahead of/%eyond dlslntegration ofryes/
and limbs; marring of the handsome/
Body no disproof of the stuff/of nostrila
beinS c&s&“? Or of the presmiiably
whimsical word order of “Of others’
bouillon keep your fingerdout which
b

’
_

_~__~__.- ... ..- .-.. - -- -..---

issllegedly a” improvement upon “keep
your fmgers out of others’/soup” in the
earlier version?
one of the recurring pmblems of the
~ontempomry long poem - and it is
closely linked to the issue of creadng
contests - is that of establishing as its
basic medium a style that is flexible
enough to accommodate both lyric
intensity snd bridge passages of pr~sb
like documentation or narrative. ChntafSO”? level of style, however, is
schizophre”ic, I&hing within thme
lines from the sente”tiously scholarly to
the brashly Poundis” vulgarity Of
“Arabia hath yet its g&m1001
and its oil/
as Tennyson quoth to Vicky Imp.” One
need be “either a Victoria” “or a monarchist (and 1 yn “either) to feel that such
jocularity destroys any sense of dezomm
or level of language that the poun misht
otherwise have created.
Similar co”fiwi0” arises in the area of
allusion and cultural refere”ce, espa
ciaUy in a poem that has “o IocaIe and
no tenmoral setting. For how much ca”
we asime to be &“eral knowledge in
such axas as foreign literature. reliio”,
medicine, politics,~European l&tot?, or
the fme arts? Gustafson perhaps aspim
to a Lowellian breadth of vision and
reference, but how many of his readers
wdil recognize his allusions to “the
Beaubourg’s outside plumbii,”
“De
Pachmann dining at Luchow’s before a
COnCUt,” “starstmck Hobble,” or
“Dame Clam Butt’s high C” that
“cracked a glass”? And if they don’t get
the particular point, how much does or
should it matter’/ One man’s general
Inowledge, alas, is another “la”0
arca”a, bat if the whole question of
~ what knowledge cao be assomed in the
i audience for contemporary poetry is
* trid;y. to ignore it altogether se3ns
; perilously like armga”ce.
2 ~InteTestingly, some of the more
A pquant details for Chadian readers
6 have been generalized or omitted in the
2 pre*e”t editio”. Thus “Ldvesque at his
3 best, shmg smirk/shrug unirk, Lami”
8 buRyi”glcbildre”” has disappeared,
i surely not because of their topical and
regional quality7 The life of this poem is
to be found mainly in such details and in
the occasional pithy aphoti,
such BS
s’piety/is thought clean until you smell/
the stake.”
All of which is to say that, despite the
italic signposts that have been. added
(e.g. ‘The uniwrse is up to something, ”

__

..--..-

learning

and

.___~~~~~ --

intelliience

we get

bright lines and welLturned
thoughts, and a clear attitude, grindy
0pth”istic. elegantly skeptical, stoieauy
hmnaoist, emerges, but as a poem the
numemb

book does not add up: ultimately it is
more tedious than exbilarati”g. Owllike, Gustafson dispenses his tercets like

gnarled pellets of wisdom, constipated
Hopki”s. 0
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Donald Kingsbury on the allure of SF:
‘Deviations can be quite disgusting, but they
can also be quite beautiful’

By ROBERT J. SA WYER

DONALD
KCNGSBURY was born in San
Francisco in 1929, and spent his childhood in such diverse places as New
Guinea, New Mexico, and New Hemp
shire. In 1953 he becune a Canadian
citizen and now teaches mathematics at
McGill University in Montreal. Since
1952 Kingsbury has, frequently contributed to ,4nu/og, the world’s bestselling scimftition
magazine, and in,
1980 hi novella, “The Moon Goddess
and the So”,” was nominated for a
Hugo award, SF’s highest honoor. Hi
first novel, Courtship Rite - a sweepins
saga of a” energy-poor planet where
multiale marrianes are the norm and

society in a world where co”ventional
ideas are beginnine to limp. It’s immoniration against future shock. The science
fiction reader is quicker o” the draw
than the TV watcher when challenged by
a “ew reality. If I had bee” confined to
writing a novel about group marriage
consummated in contemporary North
America I would have had to deal with
jealousy and the interactions of a hostile
society. Without the constraint of being
stock in our culture I could sskz how
would the sexes distribute family
burdens among many members? How
would they get along if they saw a” addition to their family as a helpmate rather
than a rival? What limitations would
such a loyal, close-knit grO”p have?
BIG: It sounds as though the idea
appeals to you.

\

Kingsbury: I’ve thought about group
marriages. That’s what I love about
science fiction: you ca” esplorr the different thihingsthat human beings can get
involved in, Workable, fine cultures ca”
be enormously different from one
another. Most people feel that if you
stop being a conservative you start bei”g
a pervert. Deviations from societal
“onns ca” be quite disgust&, but they
~lul also be quite beautiful.
BiC: How did you discover sciemzefiction?

“Watch out. thoughs talk is cheap*” or
“Humour is protean, though”), I am
aware of “0 overriding poetic architee
ture to the poem. Gustafso” “writ “o

cannibalism is a sacred ritual - was
recentlv released by Simon & Schuster
simultineously
in ~hardcover and as a
quality paperback, and his second novel,.
The finger Pointed Solward, is to be
published shortly. I3s talked to Robert
J. Sawyer about his life and world:

and what all these details
luylage?
add up to is a poem without style, a potpourri of devices and linguiitic tricks. Of
coo= from a man of Gastaf.son’s wide

Books In Canada: WrU,sciemx?Jiction?
Donald Kbtgsbury: Science fiction is a
testing ground for new ideas about

Kingsbury: When i was 10, I hated
reading, found it a drudge and a bore. I
f!ored maybe it’s because they were
only feeding as kids’ books. I wondered
what the adults were reading. The book
I happened to pull out of the library was
Seven Famous Nove.!s by H.G. Wells.
After reading The Time Machine 1 wss

hooked.
BIG: How did you get started as n
writer?
Kingsbury: When I was 16, back in the
days when $30 a week was a very good
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anything an editor would pay for
a story was a lot of money. I wotc a
straightforward tale about a 1965 mpe
ditio” to the Moo”. I didn’t have them
find vegetation on the Moo” because I
did”? believe in that. I was writing SF,
not fantasy. I had them pick up rocks
and do all the things they cve”tualLv
really did. I felt sure someone was going
to buy that story and give me a hundred
dollars so I could take girls to the movies
and be a big &tit in high school. I took
the story’s rejection pretty badly; I cried
a lot. But 1 sat down and wrote another
story. I just kept doiw that. lXventy-tive
stories later, I had my firit sale..
I took my first crack at wiling a book
when 0~1~ magazine announced a
contest: 51,000 for a novel by a”
amateur. They ended up having a”
cstabliihed author, Fred Pohl, w&c the
winning novel under a pseudonym,
because the amateur ones they got were
terrible. I didn’t finish my entry, The
pinger Pointing Solword, by the deadline. In fact, I’ti still polirihing the
manuscript today, 35 years later.
Blc: How did you learn lo write?
Klngsbtwy: In the early days I always
kept a copy of Wells’s seven Famow
Novels and The World of Null-A by a
Camdkm SF writer, A.E. Van Vogt, on
my desk. along with some Westerns.
Whenever I was having trouble writing a
particular passage, I’d look to ace how
Wells or Van Vogt handled something
similar. The Westerns were very helpful
for atnmspherc description. Van Vogt
had this thing about gOO-wordscenes:
shorter than that, you may not besaying
enough; longer, you may be saying too
much. I found that a very good guide in
tryi”g to pace myself. Van Vogt ended
up doing B rev&w of Courlshlp Rile for
the dustjttcket. I was thrilled. It’s great
tic” one of your boyhood heroes pats
you on the he@.
BiC: Do you adhere lo any sort of
wage.,

A fasdnating book abouttheperiod
>fuphesval rhat transformed Quebec
Froma run1 society to an industtisl
xx. 190 historical photogwlu 6r
illustrations 560 psges.
is by far rhe best introduction
to post-1867 Quebec.”
- Ramsay Cook.
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Kingsbury: One of the troubles with being a bachelor is that you’ve got to do
everything for yourself. I try to catch up
on household affairs, then block out two
we&s in which to get as much writing
done as I can before dbty dishes and
laundry bury me. During those two
weeks I’m a grumpy. mwoclable slob. I
can write wry fast once I’m going. but I
“ever really turn om mom than 2,000
words a day.
BlC: What @cl did livbtg in so many
placeshave on your writing?

Kingsbury: We lived near a gold mine in
New Guinea and that was the gene& of
Joesai, Courtship Rile’s protagonist,
posing as s goldsmith. panning for gold.
A lot of the send-desert ln New Mexico
probably came out when 1 wrote about
theplanet Geta in CourtshipRile. Some-

wrote me a letter saying, “That
doesn’t look like an tile” environment
to me; it seems just llle New Mexico.”
Well, I thought about it and said.
“Yeah, you’re right.” When you write,
you take and altw things. I wanted Geta
to be a harsh planet, so I took Earth and
censored the lush parts that 1 know. I
didn’t want to make it uniformly harsh.
though. That’s often a weakness in SF:
they take five square miles of the Earth
and make a whole planet out of it. In
Frank Herbert’s Dune, it’s all desat; in
Slur Warsthey’ve got planets that arc all
rain forest or all ice. That doesn’t strike
measvery reasonable.
Blc: What about Canadian in/lueocS
one

on your work?

Kingsbury: I’ve lived thmeflfths of my
Life in Canada, so it couldn’t have
helped but influence me. I never really
thought ‘of myself as a natio”alist,
though. When I was young, 1 read a lot
of SF in which the United States was
part of some runote history in the story.
I grew up with that kind of background
lkerattue, feeling I was a dtizm of the
galaxy. I take the long view: both
ancient Rome and the U.S. arc parts of
my past.
Bit2 It’s t-orein SFforfemale chomctas
to be handled well yet you creel al
them. Why?

Rhtgsbury: Partly it’s bccause I understand women. I have two sisters, so there
we&always a lot of Wme” arotmd the
house having he” sessions. TO them 1
was just part of the woodwork. I saw
that facet of the world that some me”
“ever see. PatIy it’s because I didn’t
understand women at all. I got very
interested in what their goals were and
how to please them. With that kl”d of
empathy, your preconceptions get blown
away. It became easy for me to write
about women without turning them into
cardboard. Stcreotypcs arc just verbalizations of inadequate mental pictures.
BiC: You’d been with the SF scene
stnce tfte I94Os. What changes have you
observed?

Kingsbury: The quality of story-telling is
steadily improving; it’s harder and
harder to sell a story that’s patchy. One
of the things I’ve noticed in the Iart few
years is thp rise of fantasy. SOmepeople
thought that was going to kill the SF
market, but SF publishers absorbed fantasy; fantasy didn’t absorb them. It’s
always going to be difficult to find peapie to write ‘hard, technology-oriented
SF. You not only need a spcctdatlve
ability, you also need * writing &lity:
those two high-level skills have to occur
in conjunction. A lot of \vrit:ritem
se all
the money in the SF tiild and decide to
move in, but if they lack that speculative
knack they end up writiw fantasy. q

A crude and zany romp on one of hockey’s
frozen backwaters, and a lyrical
excursion along meandering Joycean streams
Ey

,

DOUGLAS HILL

,MAG,NE Slap Shot .&ted
onto The
Bad-J&w Bears and you’ve got an idea

of Puck Is a Four-Letter Word, by
Frank Orr (Methuen. 278 pag.% 818.95
cloth). It’s a well-constructed diversion,
readable. crammed \vilh hockey stuff,
and if you like your humour broad and
dirty -if lines like “a bathii suit made
from two fried eggs and a cork” crack
you up - why then it’s funny. too.
Willie Mulligan, former star ceatre on
the Canadieus and ex-vice-president of
the NHL Players’ Association, has been
exiled to an expansion club in Cleveland
for his part in a leaguewide strike.
There he finds a fellow star-victim (lately
falIen from the Leafs) and - you
yesred it - a biirrr collection of ha.+
becns. kids, imports, and mislits. The
team is like one of those melting-pot
U.S. Matine platoons from a ’50s war
movie, only more blatantly sexed; Orr
has assembled incompetent manage
ment, good guys and bad guys, and one
lxmplc of every race. colow. creed,
and IQ level available to Canadian
sp0lt.
The book races along, a8 short paragraphs and snappy sentences. It would
be better if it didn’t pause to Get
Serious, but occasionally it does.
There’s also a drippy sentimental streak
visible from about the middle of the
story on to the end. But some of the
crazed hockey scenes are truly

It taks some time to figure out the
voices, the tones and rhythms, but the

effort pays off and Elliott’s scorin8
seizes the imagination.
IL’S the account of a young west
Indian of African descent. born in
Tobago, rearrd in Trinidad, who comes
to Vancouver for his university studies.
(None of this geography is explicit; one
may infer it, but accuracy here isn’t particularly important.) Omoh (anagram
home) meets his North American adventures o* many levels; his responses are
quick, poignant, and neatly avoid the

stereotypea of Caribbean/Canadian,
black/white, cold/hot confrontation
that a reader might anticipate. Yet the
terms of Omoh’s experience we typical,
one assumes, of the dark-skinned
“foreign student” in a rainy northern
winter: the wrong clothes, substandard
housing, university regulations and
municioal laws. enforced Wlibacv and

nstursihlst.

The book’s challenge, and its exceeding strength, is- its language.
Omoh’s story is given by a narrator (who
sometimes intrudes) in a prose that at
fmt seems rathdr ill-balanced. Homely
dialogue, sometimes in patois, jousts
with the hem’s thoughts, often grandiloquently thought aloud: “How good,”

he proclaims. “to lose all sense of time,
to quite forget the self and to be
absorbed into an existence that means
something, though difficult to put in
words.” Description, too, can seem
stilted, forced. But there are subtle
layers in the discourse, and the cumulative effect, by midpoint in the book, is

something I can only cdl a lyric sweetncss, a mdodic patchwork like the
morning birdsong from the childhood
Omoh recdlects and dmams.

However this works, a read.21is ceruproarious, wheeze-pmduting; when
Orr strikes the crude zaniness he seems
most comfortable with, Puck bounces.
Cmhg
for to Carry, by Loois Elliott
(Williams-Wallace, 144 pages, $8.95
paper), is a tightly woven short novel
that affects simplicity by means of an
extremely conwlex narrative technique.

tainly not unprepared for the Joycean
stream that ends the novel (there seem to
be many echoes of Portrait earlier). The
form, here as before, appears to justify
itself. Wiott calls his work “a novel in
tive parts”; in its play of voices it offers
the kind of harmonic interweaving we
expect from music, rewgnia from the
spoken tale. It’s an ambitious book, and
successful in what it attempts. 0

pleased to ozmouocc
A Guide 10 Indlnn Myth and Legend
by Ralph Maud
A behind-the-scenes look at
58.95 paper.
B.C. ethnognphy
My csmr with the Leah
and Other gtorter
by Bdan Pswcett
The narrator learns litemily
and figuntively.
tlleg*me.

the rules of
57.95 paper.

Cold Comfc.rt
by Jtm Garrard
“A superb hormr story. . . plenty of
laughs.“- Tomnto Slar. S5.95 paper.
The Patries AN Thirsty
by Dentre Bouchcr
A fearless npos4 d the religious and
cultural oppression of Qu&bkoises.

55.95 paper.
Selected poems: The Vision Tree
by Phyllis Webb
A new selectton of work, spanning
four decades and including new work.
56.95 papa
Aggresstve Tmnspmt
by Brian Fewcell

The author’s seventh book of poerry.

96.95 paper.

Available Now. Order from
Unlverglty of Tomnto Press.
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New from

Borealis Press

9 Asbbum Drive. oumva fC?E6N4

Homestead on the Range,
Wilfrid Eggleston; I& & times
of a true prairie pioneer, 120
pp.,pa$9.95,cl.
817.95.
The collected Plays of Gwen
Ringwood, ed. Enid Delgatty,
PtefacesbyMargaret~ut=xe
BeGeorge Ry8a, 610 PP., pa
$23.95. cl. $31.95.
The Canadian Parliamentary
Handbook/lUPertoim
Pa&mentaire Canadien, ed. John
Bejermi. 522 pp., photosof
Membem & 8matoIS cl. 854.95.
canstimtional
commemorative Edition.

Tale Spinners in a Spruce
Tipi. Evalyn Gautreau. Cree
tales, in English. 80 pp., pa
$8.95, cl. $16.95.
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Babes in the wilderness: from
the early settlers of Upper Canada to
the colonists of outer space
By MARY AIlVSLlE SMlTH

Theexyrmytoheip
lb4 FREEPhone
FfzE-1%

mm I(EADEI(S OF all ages. the wilderness
has long been a dominant factor in OUT
literature - sometimes
an enemy, sometimes a refuge., always a challmige and a
force shaping the lives of those who
encounter it. Working lo this longtradftlon, several meat books for maden in
the early and prc-adolcscent age range
manage to make fresh and crcatlve use
of the wilderness and its influcace on
character and plot.
Jasmin Marie Antoinette Stalke,
heroine of Jasmln, by Jan TIUSK
(Groundwood, 1% pages, 55.95 paper),
sees the wilderness as a refuge. It is a
place of peace and order compared to
the chaos of her home, where her problems am overwhelming. She is the
eldest of eight children. Her mother is a
fat, happy slob who lover her family but
is too bound up in t&vision mapoperas
to bother much about them once she has
given them fancy names. Her father
spends hi time watching television or
drinking in the local beer paxlour. Her
home in rural Alberta is ao old schoolhouse in the middle of a junkyard, with
no separate looms for Jasmln e.vcrto be
alone to do her homework or just to
tblnk. she must use all her spare time
and energy looking after the younger
children, wpcclally Leroy, the bmtbcher
next to her age, who is retarded.
Leroy’s unwitting destruction of her
science-fair project. precipitates the
crisis. Faced with tbc knowledge that she
will inevitably fail grade six and that
things arc never likely to improve at
home, Jasmin dccidcs to run away. She
has one trcaswc. an old reader left
behind in the scboolbousc by some longago student. and in it is her favourite
poem, “Meg M&lies” by John Keats.
Jasmin decides that Meg’s life alone in
the forest, doing just as she plcaxs,
sounds ideal, and so when she mas away
she goes as deep into the bush as she can.
For a while it all works out. Ja.%min
finds food, water, shelter. and wonderful solitude. Her parents, true to form,
don’t cveo miss her for almost 24 hours.
But Leroy does, and sets out to find her.
Eventually the Stalkes discover that they
have two children missing. A torrential
mlnsbxm closes roads, takes out tclc-

phone lii, and complicates the oftidal
search for the children, as well as
threatening their lives.
In the end Jasmin ls found. of COURC,
and must go home, but not until she has
made new friends and Iearncd something
about her own self-worth. Her cape+
iencc in the wilderness nearly destroys
her. but she survives with new strength
to continue her life. Jasmin is a good
heroine. Readers will like ha spuak,
sympathiie with her very real problems
and her scar& for independence, and be
delighted when things turn in hu favour
at the end of the story.
The wildcmess plays a more complex
part in Brian Doyle’s Up to Low
(Groundwood, 116 pages, $5.95 paper).
The time is 1930. and young Tommy and
his father leave Ottawa to go up to Low
in the Gatincau Hills m spcad some time

on the family farm. The Low area, of
comsc, is no longer true wilderness - it
has been a farming settlement for
generations. But while the early settlers
bad established a certain harmony with
their surroundings. technology ltcs upset
that balance. A power dam has flooded
the valley above Low. changing the lives
of the farming community, and now the
wildcmess seems to be rcclalming the
area. It is a landscape where dcscendcnts
of domestic animals run wild, hams and
houses fall into decay, and idle men sit
out their days on the remnants of tbek
farins.

-

Tommy’s relatives are all catkahms
he has five aunts always busy with

prescribed household tasks, five uncles
always smokin8. To describe most of the
novel’s many characters as onedimensional would be gene~as. There is
Crazy Mickey. Tommy’s lOO-year-old
great-grandfather; his father’s drunken
friend Frank, who keeps driving his new
WT into trees and buildings; Father
SuUlvan, the priest who manhandles
Frank info church and makes him sign
the plcd8e. Dominating the story is
Mean liughie, Tommy’s fatier’s old
rival, “the meanest man in the
Gatineau.” After learning he has
cancer, he has disappeared into the bush
to die.
The book is always funny but Doyle’s
humour is often black, to say the least,
and sometimes heavy, of thi outhouse
and open-coffin variety. Hcweva, he
describes wjth great sensitivity Tommy’s
developin affection for Baby Bridget,
Mean Hughle’s daughter, who several
years earlier lost part of her arm in a
farm accident. That descrintlon. akw
rvlth the strong evocation 0; &t&g ani
the plot’s quick and certab~action make
this Doyle’s best novel yet.
Tony German also uses the Ottawa
area as a settily for his novels for young
readers. Tom Penny mad the&and
Can?1 (McClelland & Stewart, 144
pages. $11.95 cloth, 57.95 paper) h the
third in his series of historical adventures
involvily the young Bngllsh i-t,
Tom Penny. It is 1832..and the Canadll wilderness is some&n8 to be conquered bit by bit by European enterprise. In tbls case, the scheme is to construct a grand canal between Georgian
Bay and Montreal. Tom’s stepfather
and friends are promoting the canal, and
Tom sets ca@tt up ln a series of adventures as villains, wanting to profit from
the project, resort to burglary, srtidllug, and even murder. The acdon takes
place ln the via& formed by Montreal, Itiagston. and Ottavts. and we
leyn something of the drudgery and
meviness of lgth-century travel as Tom
moves from one place to another. We
slso learn about the roistering social
conditions when a party in honow of the
brawl.
Tom is the proper hero for an adventare story - brave, strong, aad honest
- but fommately he ls not perfect. He
makes mistakes, several really stupid
ones in this story. He some&es loses
fights. although only to older and
stronger opponents. And fortune
doesn’t alwys turn in his, favour; the
canal scheme, for instance, falls.
German has very ham& combined bis
ability to w&e
~-h&&al
set!ing
with his talent for presedfiag an exciting

story. The mtue of Tom Penny’s adventures that come along, the better.
Edmonton’s Monica Hughes has a
well-deserved reputation as a writer of
highquality s&ace fiction for children.
The Isis Pedlar (Fleet, 121 pages, $12.95
cloth) follows The Keeper of the Isis
triplrl and The Guardian offi&, and
concludes the story of the small group of
settlers from the overcrowded Earth
who have established a colony on the
planet Isis. As this story begins, the
colony is several generations old and in
the “Primitive Agricultural Phase.” The
errival of the pedlar, a smooth-tallring,
greedy conlxencbman
from Fkth.
&&ens disaster but wentually shocks
the colony onto a path toward enlightenment and freedom. Olwm, the original
keeper of the Isis light, has grown old

..r

and died, but her robot, Guardian, is
stl8 there to help Molra. the ~edlar’s
daughter, and D&id, a beacenhant of
the original settlers. restore order to Isis.
Readers will enjoy the advenhues of yet
another generation of Isis inhabitants,
bat be sorry that this is the last visit to
the beautiful little planet.
There are al50 science&ti& stmies
in the ninth Canadian Children’s
Aaaaal, edited by Robert F. N&ken
(Patlatch. 152~.
$14.95 cloth, $8.95
paper), as well as a fasclaadng article in
the non-fictipn section about the
into &e universe la attempts to maki
contact with other intelllaent beinas. We
also learn about the ii-&@ k&s of
India, the eruption of Mount Vesuvius,
and attempts to domesticate musk c+n
In Alberta. This year the puzzle and
game section is in a separate pull-out
24-page booklet and the cover art is The
Emthem by Alberta artist Len Gibbs.
Once again, the Annual is colourful,
varied. and entertabdng.
People of the Loaghoose, by Jillian
and Robin Ridlington (Do&s
&
McIntyre, 47 pages, $10.95 cloth), is
part of a se* on Canada’s native
peoples, How They Lived in Canada.
This book dexrlbes the way of Life of
the Imquoian people of the Great Lakes
sad St. Laweace River valleys: their

agriculture., hunting. tradiig, religious

and social customs, political structure,
and the blood feuds for honour and
revenge between nations. Ian Bateson’s
detailed illustration
of costume,
weapons, tools, and activities make this
an excellent reference book for individual or school libraries.
Gage has released a new series of
paperback books for children ages eight
to 12. They are Iight, entertaini@
read& pocket-book size and reasonably priced at 32.95 each. They inelude:
ISlmtlae and the Vlllnins, by Blfelda
Read. 160 pages. IGrstine gets help fmm
very unexpected sources as she tries to
clear her father’s name when he is
suspected of a theft at bis office.
The Ghost of Pirate Walk, by Jerry
Willlams, 112 pages. Two little boys use
a new detective kit to track an unusual
thief.
The DNA Dlmenslon, by carol
Matas, 144 pages. Four children find
themselves transported from the isolation of a snowbound country house near
the ditator seeks
through mind programming and genetic
manipulation.
The Mystery of the Ghostly Rldem, by
Lynn Manuel, 144 pages. The Fem
children travel with their uarents to
Ontario, where they help ~unravel a
mystery bwolvlng a young girl’s strange
disappearance, the Rebellion of 1837,
and Ogopogo.
The Other Elizabeth. bv Radeen
Bradford, 160 pages. An&h&in what is
becoming quite a collection of timetravel books in Canadii historical 111
tlon for childEn. In this case, fiiizabeth,
on a visit to Upper Canada Vii,
is
transported back to the time of her
great-at-great-grandmother
and the
Battle of Cryskr’s Farm. q
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‘rria ~~~~wtrx Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
newswily rellect the rev&x
FIcrION
Incognito, by David Young. with phote
graphs by Jim Lang, Coach Houre Press.
Unlike more traditional Can&m pwe.,

which tends to emphasizethe transition
inlo maturity. Young’s impressionistic
novel focuses tint on childhood a a
diitauce fmm the familyaad Lila on the
“jump” from childhoodto Crazy World.
The result providesrome of the sharpest
writingor the year.

NQN-FICTION
Jan, in Ca.adzx Fourb~n Lives. by Mark
Miller, University of Toronto PIXS.
Miller’s 14 musictans(of whom Tamp
Davidson is the only big shcwbff II-)
range from HaiiIax (Neison Symons) to
VancouvertP.1. perry]. from comerwmTytmtned concert‘musicians (Brian Barley

and way Downei) to one wmY Greenwich) who can’t read music,and add UP to
an ;Idmimbieintroduction to jazz as it ir
lived in this couniry.
POETRY
Smoki~ Clkmr. by Geow Bowaiw. Longspoon press.Lyricat songsof a blissthat is
at Oncesacredand profane. mockingand
loving, foolish and wise. from the poet
Bowrfng swan he isn’t
ixVwTlV0.80
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poor who were always

with us? Not any longer. A while agO
they became the ind&ettt; more recently.
the disadvantaged. And garbage doesn’t
rot these days now it’s biodegradable. The Mittlstty of Appt’opriate Expression (soon to become
Goodspeak Canada) is soliciting new,
o&inai verbal evasions for the ordinary
things in life. We’ll pay $25 for the best
list of hew euphemisms (or neuphem-

isms; if you wiil) received before March

1, and $25 goes to Marvin Goody of
Toronto for the idea. Adpress: CattWit
No. SO,Book in Chadu, 366 Adelaide
Street East, Tomttto M5A 3X9.
Results of CattWit NO. 18
ouit REQUEST
for dustjacket blurbs from
famous people prompted u. pubiidst’s
feast of potted ettdorsements, includbtg
a whopping 33 entries from the winner,
David J. Paul of Lttcatt, Ottt. Among
his best:
0 “infaiiibiy wendted” - Pope John
Pad II
0 “Addicthz” - William Bu+xIghr
0
0

“~eava you reeii~” - Pauline Kael
“Well-conceived”
Dr. Henry
Morgcntata
0 ‘A whale of a talc” - Faricy himvat
Cl “Well-paced” - SebastianCoe

Honowable mentions:
0 “Captivating” - Harry Houdini
[3 %eveaii~” - Hugh Hefner
0 ‘*A real barn-burner” - The RCMP
0 “Monumcntai” - GeorgeWasbb16t?11
-oDean Jobb. Haltfax

0

“Grirty” ‘*Right on”
“Wordy” “Sup&’ -

0

0
II

0

Carolyn Malyo$ Wtilowdale. Out.
**Aknockout!” -

0

Christina McCall-N-an
- Barbara Amid
Noah Webster
Clark Kent.

Die

Gcw CwneY
Md Stuart. Vancouver

“Dm in left fttid” - W.P. Kinseiia
- DavidoD. Harvey. Ottawa

IJ “Left me bug-eyed”- Pram Kafka
0 ~7_lnuttembiyfmmy” - Harp0 Marx
- K.C. Angus, Kemptviile. Ottt.

Classified

rates:

$8

per line

(40

characters to the line). Deadline: first of
the month for issue dated foilovJing
month. Address: Books In Canada ClassIfied. 356 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M5A 3Xg. Phone: (416) 383.5428.
The Department of Creative Writing.
Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Vi@
toria. has two positlons available for
1963/1884. one posItion is a oontinuing
appointment to be made July 1. lBs9.
The other Is a sessional position for the
period from 1 September. 1983. to 90
April, 1834. Areas of expertise for the
tenure-track positlon are drama end flation. Aroas of expertise for the sessional
position are drama. fiction, and poetry.
Teaching experience and substantial
professlonai experience are required as
well as the degree of M.A. or M.FA, For
either position. the degree requfrement
may ba aalwd for exceptional candidates with well-established, natlonai
reputations. Apply in writlng wlth detaiisd curriculum vitae and names of two
mfsrass to: W.D. Vaigardson, Chairman,
Department of Creative Writing, University of Viotorla, Box 1700, Viotorla, B.C..
VBW ZVZ. Closing date for appiloations
is 31 March. 1383.

’
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n.m ~ot.uwntiG Canadian books have
been ieceiwd by Books in Canada in IB
cent weeks. Incbtslon in this list does not
preclude a review or notice in a future
issue:

“You’ll never guess what I’m giving you for Valentine’s Day.”
“A heart-shaped Gucci belt buckle?”
“Nope.”
“A red Porsche?”
“Uh-uh.”
“A signed Judy Chicago?”
“Not even close. It’s a one-year subscription to Books in Canada,
the only national book-review magazine that keeps you au cowant
with all the latest literary events and personalities.
Aren’t you excited?”
“Actually, I was hoping for a Longines.”
_______________________________--____---~----~~-~~~~~~~~~--~~~
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IBOOKSaks=
Yes, I’d lie to subscribe to
Books in Canada
ook

Lovers On(y

Available in better
bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Ten times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?

Name
Address

Postal code

chequeenclaWd
0

Billme
0
SUBSCRIPTIOh'
PRICE $I.2.9S A YEAR
$15.95 A YBAR OUTSIDE CANADA
366 Adelaide Street East, Suite 432
Toronto, Ont. M5A 3X9
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DIG UP MY HEART
hdtl-S!?LxJl
PORMS 195% 1983
%9%iRNT
IS ALL
- SELECTRD PORMS 1944.19B2
Ralph Gustafron
i&9i$OR

DESIRE

arm qowomcct

A LIBERAL LOOKS AT HIS PARTY
A H,sto of the L,beral Party ol Canada
Roy Mac
% m
0 8.95 a
NOT F8R EXPORT
The Catud., In Ti-kns,t,on Series
Glen Wilbams
$19.95 cloth
512.95 pa

CALWDARI

BEAUTIFUL CANADA CALENDAR 1594
5 3.95
~Bt4;HOMSON CALENDAR I%4
BLAIR LAING DESK CALENDAR 1984
s12.95
9PRRT9
THE EXPCS INSIDE OU?

Eft?$&dH~

ART S AWTIQKfR5

HOURS:

COLVILLE
The Alt of Alex Colvdle
Dawd Burnett
559.00 cloth

$12.95 pa
FROi?KR
ESCAPE THROUGH CHINA
Davtd Bosualxluet
$19.95cl&
THE THUNDRB AND THE SUNSHINE
THE MRMOIRS OF REAR ADMlRAL
IEFFRY BROCK
with Mmt7 votcos Vol. II
l&y Bmck
9x95 cloth
OUTPORT PROPLB
;tl;g
IjoOl
~H$sJ;~_APPENRD

TO MAGGIE?

i%i.%iS
OF AN ART DEALER 2
Blair IAtnq
529.95 cloth
FROM THE HEART
Fdlk Ad in Canada
Nattonat Museum of Man
539.95 cloth
CARS OF CANADA
Hugh Dumlord and Glenn Baechler
549.95 cloth
FOOD
COOKING WITH YOGOURT
Sister B&he
$12.95 pa

lIB.95 cloth

IuvEwlLE

TOM PENNY
T.my German
AN ULSTER $11.95 cloth
07.95pk
;I;’
BELUGA , ROOK
;‘;:.I

Eh

Dan

Turner

918.95 cloth

RRRDWTIWG
RAISING BRIGHTER CHILDREN
Sidney Ledson
$18.95 cloth

BEAR
Madan Engel
54.95p-a
FIVE LEGS and COMMUNION
Graeme G1bsz.n
ZPFTR~WRESTLER
JamesHoukm
~J&~%~ING 0~ WINTER
Da-ad Adams Richards
‘I 5.95 p(l
NOW AViauRRLR
IN @URLTT?f PAPERBACH RDkTIGN9
THE NATIONAL DREAM
Plerre B.3rtc.n
%E?A?T
SPIKE
Pierre Berton
?“,R%ANADA
1791.1~40:
SDcrsl Chanpe .pd’ Nabonaltrm
%%?2
IN THE FAMILY
Michael Ondaatre

THE GHOST WALKER
R.D. Lav~rence
:I%:Fh
_.-_-.
I__>_L_._.
JohnBrw.~n

m
\=_‘2

%g2Z~~~~~
;;%?OX,,IS
55.95P.3

POEMS OF F.R. sC0T-I
STORY

%%kNS
IN YOUR GARDEN:
LANDSCAPING AND CARE
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
~~g~~shaw
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